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ANALYSIS
Far East or Near West ?

THE LESSER DANGER in the Far East can obscure the greater 
danger in the near West. A decisive battle can take place 

in Europe, but it cannot occur between the Chinese mainland 
and the island defence chain of America. In the region of Formosa 
the worst that can happen is a fight between the whale and the 
elephant in which no mortal injury is done to either side ; they 
have no means of really getting to grips. It is perfectly true that 
the loan of h-bombs by Soviet Russia to China could probably 
eliminate some, but not all, of the island positions. But the 
h-bomb is unlikely to be used in this region for two reasons : the 
Russians would only risk the use of their h-bombs where they 
might bring a decision, and the Chinese are unlikely to incur 
massive retaliation with h-bombs on their crowded cities for the 
sake of knocking out a few island outposts. If  and when war 
occurs in the Far East it is therefore likely to be fought out with 
conventional forces and to be limited in extent. As in this case 
the strength of one antagonist is on the land and of the other on the 
sea and in the air, the damage done is unlikely to be considerable. 
It is, in fact, the perfect Eden occasion ; the peacemaker can bustle 
to and fro in a fine agitation which, for once, can secure peace 
without the usual surrender, for the good reason that a serious 
war is physically impossible. The only disadvantage of this press- 
lit performance is that the Chinese may now have guessed that their 
best chance to extort concessions from the Americans is to bring 
Eden to the flap ; particularly if all the other well-feathered 
specimens of the Nehru menagerie are at the same time in London. 
But the Americans have probably now grown as wise to all this as 
the Chinese. The issue between the massive forces arrayed against 
each other in the Far East is unlikely to be much affected, but this 
will in no way affect the good time which is had by all who nowadays 
circulate between the Foreign Office and the Commonwealth
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Conference. We anticipate that a t the worst nothing much more 
will happen than a few islands changing hands in what would be 
a minor amphibian exercise for both sides.

German Union, German Rearmament and Russian Armaments
The situation in the West is much more serious, and, therefore, 

is almost unnoticed by press and politicians. Russia has answered 
ratification of German rearmament by European Parliaments 
with increased armament, and talk of the permanent division 
of East and West Germany. The Soviets state that they regard 
their previous equivocal offer o f German union, accompanied by 
some kind of free elections, as withdrawn, and the subject of a 
peaceful settlement o f the German question as closed. The object 
is, o f course, to exert on the Germans an intolerable pressure by the 
threat o f the permanent mutilation of Germany and the division 
o f their people. The hope is in the end to persuade the Germans 
to sell Europe for German union. It is time that the West realised 
how strong is this temptation, and devised some effective policy 
for the union o f Germany. The present passive attitude in face 
o f Russian manoeuvre is courting disaster ; the minuet between 
Nehru and Chou en Lai is losing time that may be vital to the future 
o f the West. W hat is the answer of a  dynamic western diplomacy 
bent on freeing Europe and uniting Germany ? The answer to 
the Russians is plain : why has this situation arisen 7 Why was 
the West compelled to  rearm Germany, although it was the very 
last thing these democratic politicians wanted to do ? You Russians 
know the answer, all too well — the reason is your own huge 
arm am ent; that and nothing else. The West could not leave 
Europe hopeless and helpless in face o f  this menace. For that 
reason Germany had to be rearmed, and you Russians compelled 
the West to  do it. Now that decision has been taken Germany 
can be rearmed quickly. Now we can negotiate from strength and 
not from weakness. Now will you talk ?

The crux of the question is simply th is— will the Russians 
disarm themselves, or will they not ? If they will disarm, their 
proposals for a united Germany can be taken as a serious basis 
of discussion. There would then be no need for German armies 
to be incorporated in the western system. Germany could be 
free and independent, with sufficient arms to defend her own 
frontier. We can be certain that a  really free and independent 
Germany will be drawn in every way to the West and not to the
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E a s t; for the Europeans in Germany will always win. I t is true 
that the Russian proposals suggested their method of voting in 
the elections of the Eastern zone, and this almost certainly means 
rigged elections and a communist majority in that zone. But this 
first vote is merely to establish a Chamber for making a Con
stitution. The communists from the eastern zone would be in a 
considerable minority in a Chamber elected by the whole of a 
united Germany, and the resulting constitution would be a western 
and not an eastern model. None of these minor points, which 
attract and hold fast the myopic vision of western statesmanship, 
really matter very much. What matters is the weight of Russian 
armaments and nothing else ; the mass of their land armies.

Mr. Attlee and the Hydrogen Bomb 
Disarmament in the sphere of the hydrogen- and atom-bomb 

may now be outside the practical question. So many h- and 
a-bombs exist in the world to-day that they can be hidden all over 
the place ; inspection could never now be effective. We missed 
the chance to stop their production when we had the a-bomb and 
the Russians had not. H- and a-bomb disarmament is now out 
of the question ; it does not matter because neither side will dare 
to use them. If they are used it will mean the world has gone 
mad and the world will end. Once both sides have sufficient 
h-bombs to secure mutual suicide if they are used, they will not 
in fact be used ; this point will very shortly be reached. It is 
curious, therefore, that a mind usually so clear as that o f Mr. Attlee 
should be concentrated on piling up a surplus of these weapons 
instead of directing attention to the situation which will soon arise 
when these weapons can no longer be used. Britain must of course 
have sufficient h-bombs to deter any attack on her with such 
weapons. But the next danger may again be massed armies ; in 
the paralysis o f the new weapons occasioned by a mutual fear of 
their use, the Russian armies can again become omnipotent. Such 
tactical weapons as atomic artillery can now be rapidly developed to 
meet that menace. But we cannot yet rely on science alone against
mass. That is why we must answer the Russian land armies with Ger
man land armies unless Russia will disarm. Methods for the mutual 
disarmament of the great continental armies have been worked out 
for years, and practical ways of inspection have been devised to 
prevent evasion. Neither side need trust the word of the other ; 
it would be a pari passu disarmament under mutual inspection.
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Will the Russians disarm or will they not ? If  they will, it can 
be a  deal. Until they are ready to begin disarmament German 
rearmament must go ahead at the utmost speed. It is very wrong 
now to check German rearmament pending negotiations. Nothing 
will so accelerate negotiations, and their conclusion, as the fact that 
German rearmament is taking place. For once we should be free 
from the Soviet delaying tactics; they would have some incentive to 
hurry. German rearmament should only cease when the Soviets be
gan a mutually agreed disarmament; that is a practical basis for a 
deal. For our part we are always ready to deal provided principles 
are not abandoned, and we do not have to trust people whose 
word cannot be trusted. In this case those conditions can be 
fulfilled. What now matters is the safety of Europe; that safety 
means the disarmament of both sides and the union of Germany. 
If we can get these things, we should deal. Let us make it clear ; 
first comes clarity. The good deed follows clear thought.

An East London Election Result
The result of the recent municipal bye-election in the Moorfields 

Ward of Shoreditch, East London, was extremely interesting; 
but the importance of this event should neither be over- o r under
estimated. Thirty-three per cent of the votes recorded were given 
to the Union Movement candidate, who replied to attacks on the 
war and pre-war position of the movement by stating that he was 
a Blackshirt candidate and proud of it. The importance o f the 
result should not be over-estimated because it was the verdict o f 
a small electorate living in bad conditions ; this election was 
fought primarily on the housing issue. I t should not be under
estimated because it shows how a working-class electorate will 
vote when they feel a  real need for a change. I t  is a  reasonable 
anticipation that a  wider electorate will vote in the same way when 
the end of the present boom reveals the necessity for change, and 
the growth of the new movement, and the increase of its resources, 
enables its policy to be presented everywhere with the same vigour 
as in East London. I t shows in fact that a revolutionary change 
can occur in Great Britain in a very short time, under certain 
conditions. Labour polled only forty-eight per cent o f the vote 
recorded in this stronghold of their party, and was thus within 
measurable distance of defeat. The Conservative polled only 
sixteen per cent, which was less than half the vote given to Union 
Movement. When the workers need a change they do not swing
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to conservatism but to new ideas and new men. Conversely, we 
believe — although this is yet to be proved — when farmers and 
farm-workers, and the long-oppressed middle class, seek a change, 
they will not swing from conservatism to Labour but will turn to 
the new movement ; in thought to-day, and in deed to-morrow, 
it achieves a synthesis of the best elements of left and right, and 
adds to them the inspiration of a living belief.

EUROPEAN

A GERMAN CONSIDERS 
EUROPEAN SOCIALISM

Thoughts on the article by Sir Oswald Mosley 
in the December issue o f Nation Europa.

by ERICH PITHE, Reichsbankdirektor a/d.

The ideas o f  to-day will determine what happens on the 
streets o f  our cities to-morrow—Ortega y Gasset.

THE ENGLISH AUTHOR advances as the basis of his European 
Socialism the liquidation of the class struggle in the free 

world, and seeks the synthesis of individualistic and social thought 
at a  higher level. This purpose is a clear one and should receive 
in Europe, and especially in Germany, the ideological and economic 
understanding that it deserves.
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We in Germany are, in general, willing to study such an intellectual 
problem ; and this is presumably what the English author wishes. 
For this purpose the publishers of Nation Europa have, we are glad 
to see, placed the columns of their monthly journal at his disposal. 
Among most readers there may well be a lack o f capacity to deal 
with such new ideas ; yet without it the purpose of the article 
could be lost, and all the research, thought, and argument, that have 
gone to the development of the idea of European Socialism suffer 
the fate of a soap bubble.

The problematical proposals of Mosley, if I may so describe 
his suggestions, deserve, in my opinion, to be regarded as one of 
the fundamental ideas in the future creation o f a free Europe, 
which should be considered point by point in future issues of 
Nation Europa. I would proceed in this discussion from the 
following standpoint:—

The best and healthiest economic and social solution o f our 
problem will generally be found when one can bring as many people 
as possible to decide for themselves. To point this out, and to 
work for its fulfillment, shall be the purpose of this discussion. 
Perhaps it will help to remove the enormous pressure of the realisa
tion of the total German collapse, which rests so heavily on the 
German soul, through a clear intellectual act of the will, such as 
the English work on European Socialism represents.

Let us also, in consideration of this worthwhile purpose, attempt 
a sympathetic understanding of the ideas of European Socialism, 
as a psychological preparation for the social and economic progress 
of Europe.

“ If we wish to integrate our people into a supra-national associa
tion of free peoples, then we must give them a binding, progressive 
and hopeful new idea.”1

Mosley attempts the solution of the economic and social problems 
of Europe on “ European ” lines, instead of passing the responsibility 
from one country to another. He will also — if I understand him 
rightly — take Europe out of the condition of increasing dependence 
upon other countries, out of the dynamic rise and fall o f the 
individual national states, and out of the massive organisation of 
interests in each country. One can follow the author along these 
paths, and thank him for showing the way. It is necessary to free 
the social system of Europe from economic crises.

“  The national economies o f the individual states are in any case
1 E. Dethleffsen, The Challenge o f  Freedom, Stuttgart.
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at the end of their resources. The future development is towards 
a supra-national European bloc.”

It is obvious in the free world to-day that problems which cannot 
be mastered in individual countries can no longer be removed 
by passing them on to other countries. The creation of a Union 
of Europe — despite all political setbacks and instabilities — has 
become a necessity.

We in Germany can appreciate Mosley’s idea of European 
Socialism, for we realise that the political tension of our day arises 
from social and not political causes. The old controversy between 
the predominance of economics or of politics may be regarded as 
out-of-date. Industry knows that it no longer possesses social 
autonomy, nor can possess it. It is only what the people permit 
it to be.2

' Technical developments to-day demand great economic space. 
Thus the obsolescent national economies even of Europe are 
doomed. (Count Coudenhove-Kalergi in Paneuropa.) Just as in 
monetary matters the granting of credit is equivalent to the creation 
of money, so to-day economic policy cannot be considered except 
in relation to social policy. “ All the struggle which shakes the 
world at the present time, which has banned contemplative leisure 
from our lives, is directed towards the achievement of a new social 
order for the co-operation of mankind.”3 Only the well-being 
of all can save us in the long run.

According to Mosley’s suggestions, the ultimate basis and purpose 
of his European Socialism is the transfer at the proper time of what 
have hitherto been private undertakings into the ownership of the 
workers in the concern in question. He describes this change in 
the form o f ownership as “ Syndicalism ” which is, for him, 
equivalent to the concept of “ Collective Individualism ”, Without 
going into these concepts of “ Syndicalism ” and “ Collective 
Individualism ” at this point, let us examine the human components 
o f this change of ownership, that is to say the present owners and 
the workers, from the German point of view.

The English author comments as follows : “ In general it must 
be agreed that new ideas come from individuals : committees may 
or may not be the best means of conducting established institutions 
but it would be difficult to provide many examples of committees

* George N. Schuster in Wirtschaftspolitischen Gesellschaft, 25th October 1951,
Frankfurt/Main.

3 Otto Kiepper, 26th October 1951, in FrankfurtJMain.
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creating, and implementing, new and decisive ideas. . .  the in
spiration, both of the idea and of its execution, was almost invariably 
the work of some exceptional individual ; and this is likely to be 
the case in future.”  Therefore, as Mosley continues, “ . . .  an 
industrial pioneer should not only be free but in every way encour
aged ; he should be able to conduct his own business as he will, 
and should be relieved of the main burdens of taxation.” We in 
Germany should have especial understanding of this last point.

So much for the standpoint of the “ insular ” Mosley, if I may so 
describe him, with which we in Germany may well find ourselves 
in agreement. We agree that the pioneer is one who does more 
than his duty. He approaches the problem from the standpoint 
of how to assert his personal will and thus to come to success. 
We have only to consider such creative personalities in Germany as 
Siemens, Auer, Borsig, Kxupp and many, many others. Such 
personalities created, during the last century, the concept of Euro
pean private enterprise. They personify the abilities and require
ments of true leadership. From the German point o f view one 
may quote the following statement about the position and purpose 
of private enterprise in the proposed European Socialisim : “  The 
leading role in the process of economic and social reconstruction 
can only be undertaken by private enterprise. The leaders of such 
enterprises must overcome the shock caused by the Russian 
revolution. The dangerous situation demands not caution but 
bold resolve. No great achievement can be attained without 
courage.”4 Every thinking man knows only too well that no 
progress can be achieved without diligence by the workers and 
initiative on the part of the industrial leaders.

While we can, on the whole, agree with the suggestions of the 
English author so far, the picture changes when we consider the 
position of the workers in European Socialism. Let us hear what 
Mosley himself has to say ; “ . . .  the workers in an established 
business are employees of capitalism, or of the state, without 
personal interest in the concern. The result is the worst o f both 
worlds ; the creative individual is thwarted, and the mass of the 
workers are discouraged.”

So far so good. This may well be true of the workers in Britain, 
but cannot very well be applied in such general terms to those in 
Germany. For example if one asks a postman, or a railwayman, 
or a ’bus conductor in Germany about his work, he will generally
'  Minister a/D Otto Klcppeff, Munich, 18th October 1950.
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speak about “  his ” Post, “ his ” railway, “ his ” ’bus company. 
Also, workers in industry, as for example in the Wurttembergischen 
Metallwarenindustrie, will speak with pride of “ their ” concern. 
It would seem desirable that other opinions should be heard, before 
a clear statement on this subject is formulated. Perhaps we may 
hear from Mosley himself once more on this point.

He goes on to say : “ The remedy is . . .  to give the workers a 
real incentive to do their best for the developed industry in which 
they work — by making them owners of it.” In the British Isles 
this incentive might operate. How far this would also be the case 
in other European countries I am unable to estimate. In Germany, 
with her twelve million refugees — for the most part from Soviet- 
occupied Central Germany — this is not necessarily the case. 
Those who have seen the transformation of private concerns in the 
Soviet zone into so-called “ collective ” enterprises, and have 
watched the psychological consequences on the spot of the new 
relationship o f the workers to “ their own concerns,” can only 
shake their heads mistrustfully about the effectiveness of such an 
incentive. One must not fail to notice that such “ collective” 
concerns are actually state-owned, upon communist lines which 
Mosley fundamentally rejects. Never has the ownership concept 
of “ mine ” and “ thine ” been brought into such confusion, in 
the psychological relationship of the worker and his “ collective ” 
enterprise, as in the Soviet zone of Germany.

The island of Britain may well be too far from the front for this 
to be clear. These facts cannot, however, in my opinion, be ignored. 
The more so, since millions of workers have fled from the Soviet 
zone and are now employed in the Bundes Republic, who are still 
very largely — whether consciously or not — suffering from the 
shock effect of Soviet Zione concepts of ownership.

A t this stage it is o f little interest to the worker, whether he 
earns his livelihood as a  trustee for the shareholders or as a 
functionary in the concern. The main point for him is the contents 
of his wage-packet. Before the German worker experiences an 
incentive as the “ owner ” of the concern in which he works, much 
water must flow down the Elbe. But this is not against a future 
European Socialism.

It would seem desirable that experienced and practical con
tributors from among the readers o f Nation Europa should express 
their opinions. Perhaps Mosley himself will state his point of 
view ? With regard to the unprecedented diligence of the German
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workers of to-day — considered throughout the world to be a 
“ German miracle ” — the internal reasons for this phenomenon, 
and the consequences that ensue for European Socialism, something 
further may perhaps be said later.

When Mosley states that “ the English workers are very 
shrewd when they have a chance to learn the facts. . . ” we in 
Germany have nothing to the contrary to say. However, the 
calculated efforts and work of German workers, for the most 
part uninfluenced by unhealthy Eastern Socialism, is directed for 
the meantime to the construction, or rather re-construction, of 
their homeland and the betterment of their standard of life, and 
to co-operation in European economic affairs. This is in accord 
with that national characteristic, which one may deplore, but cannot 
deny — German thoroughness. From the total collapse has come 
— consciously or unconsciously — a no less total reconstruction. 
The idea of co-partnership has as yet little place in the German 
worker’s soul. For the time being official functionaries alone are 
concerned with such things.

However, this does not mean that there is anything fundamentally 
against the idea and future realisation of a Collective Individualism 
in the proposed form of “ Syndicalism ” . It is desirable to have 
the opinions Of experienced advisers on this point, as no single 
person is to-day in a position to express his own judgment on such 
a subject. Also, the individual in isolation can scarcely bring his 
influence to bear on such changes which concern the community 
as a whole ; nevertheless great changes can be initiated, even in 
small concerns.
' Mosley proposes, in relation to the transfer of ownership from 
private concerns to the workers, the following : “ When age or 
death overtakes the pioneer, the well-founded industry is then best 
conducted not by the employees of absent shareholders, or by state- 
appointed bureaucrats, but by the workers who assisted the founder 
to build it. They are his natural heritors because they were his 
comrades in his task ; it is right that they should succeed him, 
and it is a method which will work.”

It would seem, from a German point of view, that Mosley has 
still to express himself in regard to details, some of which we may 
now discuss. He will surely not object, as “ What we understand 
together, unites us ” .s

Firstly, “ . . .  the workers who assisted the founder to build it ” . 
* A Schweitzer.
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We may take the following example. A creative employer has 
founded a concern in 1930 with one hundred workers, which by 
1960 — the time of the transfer — employs some ten thousand 
workers. An examination of the records shows that of these ten 
thousand workers :—

60 have been with the concern for 30 years ;
3.000 have been with the concern for 20 to 29 years ;
4.000 have been with the concern for 10 to 19 years ;
2,940 (the remainder) have worked for less than 10 years.

I t  would be interesting to know whether these different periods of 
employment with the concern would be taken into account in the 
distribution of ownership to the workers. It should not be forgotten 
in  this connection that the results o f experiments in co-partnership 
which have already been made have not led to any clear conclusions 
as to the advantages and defects of such distribution of the profits.

Secondly, “ When age . . .  overtakes the pioneer, the well-founded 
industry is then best conducted . . .  by the workers ” . The question 
here arises as to who shall establish the fact of this “ageing,” and 
thus the time of transfer. Is the opinion of a doctor to be taken, 
does the founder himself recognise the symptoms, is a decision 
taken by the works management, or what ?

Thirdly, an elucidation of point two would seem to be all the 
more necessary, as Mosley declares in another connection “ Let 
him (the founder) leave the wealth which he has earned as he 
wishes ; ” . From this it would appear that the founder is under 
no obligation in the event o f his “ageing” to regard “ the workers 
who assisted ” him as his “ natural inheritors ” .

Fourthly, this is all the more obvious in the following statement : 
“  A strong case exists for limiting the transmission of wealth to one 
generation ; the children would then have to use their opportunities 
creatively if the family fortune were to continue ” . Now we know 
in practice that it by no means follows that the creative capacity 
o f the father will pass to the son. It could, therefore, be disastrous 
if  a  benevolent father were able to make an incompetent son his 
heir in the management of the concern. “ It would be better to 
grant the man in question a reasonable yearly income, on condition 
that he does not under any circumstances interfere in the manage
ment o f the concern.”4 It does not seem unimportant to consider 
such circumstances in the handling of the problem.

* G. Mahler, General Director of Magazine zum Globus, Zilrich, in Frank 
furt/Main at a  meeting of the Economic Society on 1st Decmber 1930.
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Fifthly, if the concern is to pass unconditionally from father to 
son, then the danger arises that the oldest of the original workers 
will be placed at a disadvantage. Normally many of them will not 
outlive the son. They will lose — by the transfer o f ownership 
which will come with the third generation — their well-earned 
share in the business. Materially, they will be in a worse position 
than those workers who have joined the concern at a later date.

Sixthly, “  At the retirement or death of the founder the workers 
would become the owners of the industry, subject to a charge upon 
it which would be his just reward ” . First of all it is absolutely 
necessary to have a definition of “ just reward ”. Here we have 
only to think of the difficulty of fixing a “ fair wage ” .

When one considers where the money is to come from with which 
to compensate the founder, there is only one solution in the state
ment : “ This burden would be reduced by the continuing growth 
of the industry, and would finally be liquidated on the passing of 
his interest". The firm must, therefore, take upon itself a burden, 
that is to say a debt, in order to pay off the founder. Where are 
the resources to come from to do so ?

In contrast to the rich British Isles, the German investment market 
is meanwhile very weak. The issue of shares does not come into 
question, as European Socialism is opposed to absentee share
holders, which it seeks to eliminate. Or has Mosley thought of 
the workers as shareholders, responsible for finding the necessary 
working capital ? Furthermore, there is the question o f the issue 
of industrial securities. The savings of the people would not be 
suitable for such an object, nor would the banks be willing to tie-up 
their resources in such long-term investment. Perhaps the English 
author would clear up this matter.

Seventhly, we have also here the assurance : “ This burden 
would be reduced by the continuing growth of the industry.. . . ” . 
To this we must make the following comment : when a concern 
expands, it needs for this, in general, new resources for new invest
ment. Even taking into account the possibility of certain internal 
financial resources (industrial self-financing) the concern will not 
be able to avoid incurring further debt by the act o f expansion.

It would be interesting to learn how Mosley intends to bring about 
a rapid amortisation of the burden resting on the firm (together 
with the compensation of the founder) under these circumstances.

Eighthly, with regard to the compensation for the founder in 
England, Mosley writes as follows : “  A t this stage the Labour

14
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Party buys out the shareholders and hands the industry over to the 
management o f bureaucrats in some authority controlled by the 
state Clearly it is here a question less of party funds than of 
public monies, obtained through taxation or government loans. 
Such concerns he describes as “ nationalised ”  and adds : “ At 
this point, instead, we should syndicalise them ; they would belong 
to the workers, who would take the place of the shareholders ”, 
With regard to the financing of such a transfer, this statement is 
by no means clear.

With these eight points we have indicated certain aspects of the 
concept of European Socialism which require further elucidation, 
if  this is to be a new and practical means of achieving the co
operation of the workers in industry. Perhaps Mosley will decide 
to express his proposed structure — giving a new form of co-opera
tion between employers and workers — in a definite programme of 
concrete proposals. Most valuable is his fundamental rejection 
of any call for state intervention, and the clear renunciation of any 
flirtation with the trade unions. Any partnership with the state, 
as the enemy of the workers, is also rejected, together with any 
similar arrangement with the trade unions. (Opposition to further 
nationalisation is already evident among the German trade unions.)

In conclusion, it would seem that Mosley does not propose to 
set up any new theory of socialism. The time for that is now over. 
He creates, on the contrary, from a stronger moral obligation a 
social organism, which will assure to every man of good will the 
chance of a worthwhile existence.

One may see in European Socialism the possibility of a reduction 
o f tension between the social partners in the economy, combining 
together to achieve that expansion of material standards which is 
now technically within the grasp of European man.

The German controversy with regard to joint management, the 
question of social insurance, in short the struggle for power between 
trade unions and employers’ federations would not have assumed 
its present critical state, if “ a greater possibility of material ex
pansion were available ” .7 The field of tension between West and 
East will offer to European Socialism an historical opportunity.

(Translated)

{Reprinted by kind permission o f the Editor o f  Nation Europa)

7 Gemot Gather, Economic Society of 1947 in Frankfurt/Main, on 25th
October 1951.
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COMMENTS AND ANSWERS 
ON HERR PITHE’S ARTICLE

by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY

HERR PITHE has made a very valuable contribution to the 
development of thinking on European Socialism, and I 

hope it may form a basis for discussion both in Germany and in 
England. It has been clear to me from the outset that an idea 
which introduced such great changes in the present industrial and 
social system can only be fully developed with the aid of many 
minds. Therefore I warmly welcome his constructive beginning 
of the detailed task. The view of those connected with practical 
industry and finance are wanted, both their criticisms and sugges
tions. A multitude of practical questions will assail us as we 
grapple with the details. Most modern problems require many 
minds for their solution, particularly questions such as this which 
touch our intricate industrial life at every point. What I have so 
far been able to do is to suggest the simple principle o f a  synthesis 
between private enterprise and syndicalism. The method of this 
principle is that each system should be used at the appropriate 
stage of industrial development; private enterprise in the earlier 
stages and syndicalism in the later stages. Thus the hitherto 
opposing theses of private enterprise and syndicalism are brought 
into synthesis at a  higher level in our organic conception o f the 
nation. (The nation we desire is a  completely united Europe which 
we believe is a natural and necessary development at this point o f 
history ; it would be possible to apply the idea of European Social
ism in a lesser area, but with a lesser prospect o f success.)

The idea first occurred to me after discussion with some of our 
young workers ; they were very disillusioned with nationalised 
industries which are managed by state bureaucrats, who in most 
cases are less efficient and have less contact with the workers than 
the old employers. Consequently they revived the old form of 
syndicalism for the taking over by the workers of industries which 
they feel they could control better than the bureaucrats appointed 
by the state in nationalised industries, or the bureaucrats appointed
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by absentee shareholders in long-established capitalist concerns 
■whose original founders have long since passed away. In such 
discussions I pointed out that nothing new and original had ever 
been created by a committee, and that a  large sphere of industry 
must consequently be reserved for a private enterprise which should 
be much freer than it is to-day ; this point was freely conceded by 
the workers who desired syndicalism in developed areas. It there
fore occurred to me that the logical development is now a synthesis 
between private enterprise and syndicalism which should each be 
used at the appropriate stage of industrial development. The 
concepts both of private enterprise and of syndicalism have of 
course long existed ; the novelty in this idea is to bring together 
forces which have hitherto been considered as irreconcilable 
enemies and to use them both at the right time. Private enterprise 
in the early stages o f industry should be far freer than it is to-day 
and should have far more incentive to create new things ; syndical
ism or workers’ ownership, in the later stages of industry, should 
give the utmost incentive to the workers to produce efficiently for 
their own benefit, in fully developed concerns which have long 
passed beyond any possibility of individual management. When 
the impulse of a creative individual comes to an end we must replace 
it with the impulse of a collective individualism ; the worker- 
owners will have the same incentive to develop these concerns as 
the original founder, whose comrades they were in the early days 
of the industry and whose heritors they should be.

So we combine sharply opposed concepts of what the old world 
called right and left, and give them in the synthesis of an organic 
society a new and greater reality. Private enterprise will be far 
freer than the private enterprise of to-day, freer from state inter
vention and taxation, more generously and greatly rewarded when 
it enriches the community by the creation of new industries ; in 
this respect our policy is bolder than any programme of the right. 
Our syndicalism on the other hand will give far more power and 
far more reward to the workers in developed industries than the 
most advanced programme of what is now called the le f t ; industries 
will belong to the workers and all the rewards of hard work and 
full production will go to them. Our policy is more drastic and 
thorough than either right or le f t ; but this synthesis, this welding 
together o f opposites, will give a strength and an organic con
tinuity which makes all secure. Such are the principles and they 
are simple. The development of the details will be infinitely
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complex ; and 1 ask the aid of all my friends, and of many with 
whom I have yet had no contact but who may be interested in the 
development of the new ideas which this decisive age demands. 
In particular I feel that German organising genius can make an 
exceptional contribution to the development of this thought. This 
discussion both in England and in Germany should be extremely 
interesting and I am sure that it will lead me to fresh thinking and 
new development. The answers I shall now give to Herr Pithe’s 
searching questions will, therefore, be short and provisional, because 
I am confident this hope will be fulfilled. The detailed discussion 
will produce better and more developed answers as the product of 
many minds ; we need a collective individualism in the second 
stage of our thinking.

HERR PITHE’S  QUESTIONS

1. I suggest that the distribution of ownership to the workers 
should take into account the period of employment.

2. It is desirable that the founder of an industry should suggest 
his own retirement at the appropriate time, and most able men of 
character would do so. It should however be open to the state 
to secure his retirement, with compensation, and the consequent 
syndicalisation of the industry. It would be right to consult the 
workers by a referendum before this occurs.

3. The equity of the business would belong to the workers on 
the owner’s retirement. His compensation would be equivalent 
to a debenture interest, preferably with a sinking fund. (An altern
ative method would be to give him a share in profits, if a satisfactory 
definition of profits could be found to safeguard his interest.) 
On his death this interest would pass to his1 wife for life and then 
to the first generation of his descendants.

4. This question can conveniently be divided into two parts : 
(a) The question of whether a  son is sufficiently capable to succeed 
his father in the business would be well settled by a  vote o f the 
workers in the concern. If he had not their confidence he would 
not succeed. If he was a really able man the workers would almost 
certainly prefer that the industry should make further progress under 
his leadership before it was syndicalised ; this would ultimately 
benefit them. Several generations of industrial leaders in a capable 
family might succeed one another in this manner.

(b) In the event o f the industry then being syndicalised the next
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generation’s compensation would be in the form of debenture 
interest. This would be payable to them as a whole on their 
mother’s d e a th ; whether it should be payable to them in part 
before her death is a subject for discussion. It was previously 
suggested as a basis of discussion that this hereditary wealth should 
be limited to the first generation. The son might transmit to his 
children only what he made himself.

5. If a worker retired before the industry was syndicated he, 
his wife after his death, and the first generation of his descendants, 
should have compensation for the years he had put into the business 
in the similar form of a debenture interest.

6. Reasonable compensation is admittedly always difficult to 
define. Such definitions however are given every day in a variety 
o f matters. As a  basis o f discussion I would suggest that the 
annual charge of the compensation paid should be equivalent to 
the prevailing rate of interest on debentures secured on such an 
enterprise. The difference between the rate of interest on debenture 
and on the equity interest would accrue to the workers, in addition 
to their wages. (I am aware that at present the rate of interest in 
Germany on debenture, or loan capital, is greater than on industrial 
equities, but this is a temporary condition caused by very particular 
circumstances.) I do regard the workers in syndicated industries 
as responsible for finding the necessary working capital, and can 
see no reason why they should not find it from the savings of the 
people if the industries were efficiently conducted. This capital 
sum could be raised in the form of preference shares or of deben
tures, ranking behind the founder’s interest. In the case of 
compensation to the original owners, or his first generation of 
descendants, no capital sum would need to be found ; he would 
be compensated by an annual charge equivalent to the interest 
on debentures. He could o f course sell this annual charge on the 
open market for a capital sum, and should have no difficulty in 
doing so if  the business was sound.

7. I f  the business continued to expand after syndicalisation the 
burden of the owner’s annual charge would soon be reduced to 
negligible proportions. Look at the capital value of any of the 
greatest established industries to-day compared to the value at 
the time the original founder died. Or look at the burden of 
debt, in relation to their total wealth, during the early days of 
nations which have since rapidly expanded, and have consequently 
thrown off such debts like water off a duck’s back. Speaking from
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memory of figures which I have not checked for many years, I 
believe the national wealth of America at the end of their civil war 
was computed at about three thousand pounds million, and their 
national debt amounted to some two thousand pounds million, or 
two-thirds of their total wealth. At the beginning of the Great War 
in 1914 their national wealth, I think, was computed at about 
thirty thousand pounds million and the national debt had dis
appeared. In the same way any really live and expanding business 
can quickly discard an early debt charge as the industry develops 
and grows. In any case this debt would come to an end at the 
passing of the first generation after the founder, whether or not 
the debenture had been sold on the market for a capital sum.

In regard to fresh working capital to carry on and expand the 
industry, the workers’ necessity to find it from the savings of the 
people would be an excellent test of their efficiency. It would be 
yet another incentive for them to employ efficient managers and 
to pay them high salaries abd give them a good share of the profits. 
If industries were not well conducted they would deserve to fail. 
In that event the debenture holders would foreclose and the 
industries would revert to private enterprise. It can be a helpful 
paradox that some people might provide capital for such syndicalised 
industries with the hope that the concerns would fail and they would 
acquire the business. It would be up to the workers to frustrate 
that hope and to use this fresh capital productively and successfully. 
They could develop the industry and enrich themselves if they were 
capable of doing it. At this point we begin to see how far we 
travel beyond the dead hand of mandarin socialism in nationalised 
industries (whose failure is supported by the unfortunate taxpayer) 
in order to enter a free vital and challenging life, in the syndical 
idea of European Socialism.

8. Herr Pithe rightly says of nationalised industries that the 
state pays compensation to the owners and then hands over the 
industry to the management of bureaucrats ; he might add that 
when the bureaucrat fails the state pays again with subsidies for 
which it robs the taxpayer. On the other hand, in the syndical 
system of European Socialism, we suggest in summary (a) the 
original owner is compensated by an annual charge on the industry 
which he can sell for a capital sum on the open m ark e t; (b) fresh 
capital is raised from the general public in the form of preference 
shares or debentures ; (c) if the industry fails the debenture hold
ers can foreclose and the industry then reverts to private enterprise.
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That is the difference between a dead concern and a live industry, 
between mandarin management and workers’ ownership, between 
the socialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

In these very preliminary answers to Herr Pithe’s profound 
questions I would add only one brief comment on his earlier 
observations.

It is quite true that in all western countries the great majority 
of the workers have been quite content with conditions of in
dustrial boom which ensue from post-war reconstruction and the 
armament demand resulting from the clumsy manoeuvres of the 
Soviets. But it is the duty of leading political minds to look beyond 
this transient phase to the point when the demand of post-war 
reconstruction is satisfied and armament increases have at least 
levelled out to more normal conditions ; intensive competition 
between rival capitalist powers for an inadequate world market 
will then render necessary both a wider living room for the 
European peoples and a new social organism for the disillusioned 
workers. We must therefore have ready for them a clear-cut 
idea both of the new Europe and of the new social and industrial 
organisation.

It is true also that most European workers have the feeling that 
their industries belong to them in the sense that all good craftsmen 
take pride in their work ; this sentiment suffices to content them 
with the present position as long as all goes well. But changing 
conditions and a developing social consciousness will bring a demand 
for change in organisation which can and will translate that sense 
of ownership into a reality ; this is a natural instinct which in the 
last phase must be really satisfied.

It is also true that the Soviets’ infinite capacity for falsehood has 
even enabled them to speak of workers’ ownership in their slave 
industries. But everyone now knows, or should know, that every
thing said in Soviet propaganda means exactly the opposite to the 
true meaning of words ; e.g-, when they speak of peace they mean 
war, when they speak of freedom they mean tyranny, when they 
speak of brotherhood they mean Siberia or a shot in the back of 
the neck. These facts are already widely known, and will be 
universally known when the propaganda of the West is in more 
competent hands. Our task is to turn into truth words which are 
used by the Soviets as lies. Our deeds must prove our truth. 
Truth, fact and deed together must win in the end.
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THE ADVANTAGES 
OF APARTHEID

by JOHN STEELE

A PARTHEID, the policy of racial segregation in Africa, has 
long been the object of the outraged wrath of a number 

of politicians and clergymen in England. Its advocates are 
denounced as the architects of racial war and other evils. Some of 
its critics allege it surpasses even Soviet policy in its supposed 
brutality.

Will the negro peoples suffer from separation ? The critics 
claim that they will. The negro peoples, they say, will be kept for 
generations in subjection, denied education, treated as a servile 
class.

This is the charge of the Archbishop of York. Is he unaware 
that this is the lot of the negro under capitalist democracy ? The 
intermixing of white and black, which in theory means the freedom 
of the native, generally means the end of his social and economic 
advancement, or at least slows it down until it becomes a bitter 
farce.

Is the archbishop unaware that there are at least two forms of 
apartheid ? He has interested himself in the African problem, and 
should know that the apartheid advocated by Sir Oswald Mosley 
and Mr. Oswald Pirow differs widely from that of Dr. Malan and 
Mr. Strydom. The Cape Times, not normally given to approval 
of any form of apartheid, recognises the difference between the 
“ total apartheid ” advocated by Mosley and Pirow and that 
practised by the present South African Government.

What are the facts about capitalist democracy, held to be the 
pathway to a golden future for Africa’s natives ? Let us take 
South Africa first. Before the attainment of power by the present 
government the native walked the same streets as the European — 
but he was not free. He was denied the parliamentary vote by the 
late Field-Marshal Smuts, a fact which never aroused the English 
Left to the same pitch of fury as Malan’s policy of native 
representation. The South African native was not free economic
ally — and was therefore not free socially. His lack of education
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kept him in his place, and Smuts was no heroic builder of schools. 
His low standard of life made him, inevitably, the industrial fodder 
o f the Rand : the measure o f his economic exploitation is the 
present size o f the assets of De Beers and the other “ Hoggen- 
heimer ” interests.

The native’s experience of South African democracy was the 
steady erosion o f the tribal life he had known for generations, and 
his migration to a strange industrial environment, where, sooner 
or later, he drifted into the congested squalor and venereal disease 
of the slums and townships that surround Johannesburg.

Is the negro free under British rule ? The newly-federated 
Rhodesias are opposed to apartheid. Their proclaimed goal is 
the raising of native conditions alongside the white man until the 
two are equal. They refuse to say when that will be, but at least 
that is the aim. The European trades unions deny they practice 
the colour bar, and in fact demand that natives are paid the same 
rate when they do the same work as Europeans.

This might be thought to be an excellent thing, and more like 
real democracy. Yet, in practice, it is the equivalent of the colour 
bar. Certain jobs are barred altogether to those who did not 
occupy them before the war — and natives did not. The European 
has also proved he is a better worker than the negro. The 
employer is not likely to take on negroes when he can get twice as 
much work from the Europeans, and when he has to pay them 
equally. Once again the native finds a barrier erected against him, 
no less frustrating for its being the product of industrial demand.

In West Africa there is only a tiny white community. Are the 
first experiments in native self-rule likely to be successful, with the 
absence of any clash between a negro population and a considerable 
white minority ? The people of the Gold Coast have the political 
vote. They elect their own parliament. There is no strident 
colour question, for the simple reason that only a handful of 
Europeans live in that oppressive climate, many of whom are 
engaged in helping the Gold Coast achieve “ full nationhood ” . 
Freedom, the old politicians claim, has dawned at last in Africa. 
Yet it is freedom with a very bitter taste.

The people of the Gold Coast suffer from no direct colour bar ; 
yet they find themselves the victims of the white man because they 
are tied down to his financial system. It might be called the long
distance colour bar. They have inherited political self-government, 
but this carries with it a complicated trading procedure of being
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obliged to sell their crops overseas through statutory marketing 
boards. Their cocoa and vegetable oil products are bought at 
low prices, then sold by the boards at great profit on world markets. 
These profits are credited to the marketing boards, at least super
ficially, but since they are banked in London, the heart o f the 
Sterling Area machine, the Gold Coast Government has only 
partial control.

This is a form of large-scale robbery. The profits mulcted from 
West African farmers have been used to sustain the Sterling Area 
in general — of which the negro producer has by no means received 
his fair share — accompanied, o f course, by professions of concern 
for the black man’s freedom.

Ever since the war the cocoa farmer of the Gold Coast has re
ceived about one-half—he now gets one-third — of the prices which 
his produce has brought on world markets. In 1947-48 he got £74 
per ton, while cocoa sold at £201 per ton. In 1948-49 the 
figures were £121 and £136 respectively ; in 1949-50 they were £84 
and £178 ; in 1950-51 they were £130 and £268 ; in 1951-52 
they were £149 and £245. The Gold Coast Government itself is 
now skimming off part of the profits, in the form of export duties 
which the farmer also pays. In September of last year he was getting 
£134 per ton out of a world market price of three times that figure.

Meanwhile, the Gold Coast cocoa stabilization fund has con
siderably more than £100 millions to its credit to-day. A t least 
it is credited with this enormous figure — but has the money already 
been spent on bolstering the Welfare State ?

In present capitalist society, which is none-the-less predatory for 
its democratic facade, the African native is in precisely that 
servile condition which bishops and politicians claim will be imposed 
by apartheid. This places the latter in rather a  dilferent light. 
As multi-racialism and the maintenance o f systematic exploitation 
means the degradation of the negro at the hands of the white man, 
whom he strives to imitate but who throws up barriers against 
him, then perhaps there is something to be said for segregation as 
the means of gaining justice for the native.

What does total apartheid involve ?
Africa is a  vast continent, embracing territories with climates 

ranging from the tropical to the alpine. There is plenty o f room, 
but in considerable areas the white man cannot permanently settle. 
The rain-forest region of West Africa and the tropical coastlines 
arc too unhealthy for him. Yet in much of this “ white man’s
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grave ” the negro can live and flourish.
Mosley and Pirow, in their policy of total apartheid, propose 

that climate should be the deciding factor in sharing Africa. Under 
this method of division the negro in fact, would get a better bargain 
than the European. He would receive a good half of the continent 
south of the Sahara, and in several respects it would be the richer 
half. It would certainly be the more fertile half, containing the best 
soil and faster growing conditions.

This is understandable. For centuries the rivers of Africa have 
carried great quantities of soil down to their estuaries. The Congo, 
for example, discharges during the rainy season 1,200,000 cubic feet 
of water into the South Atlantic every second. The lower banks and 
reaches of these rivers have been silted with the best soil in Africa. 
This is a ruinous business, and must be strictly controlled in the 
future through protection of watersheds, measures against soil 
erosion and conservation of rivers.

A glance at the wide range of crops which can be grown in the 
rain forest areas illustrates West Africa’s natural wealth. Actual 
and potential production includes sugar cane, cocoa, maize, sor
ghums, rice, pennisetum, bananas, manioc, sweet potatoes, oil 
palms, yams, beans of many varieties, groundnuts, sesame, ginger, 
oranges, other citrus fruit, mangos, pawpaws, guava, pineapples, 
vanilla, coconuts, coffee, indigo, arrowroot, papaya and most 
tropical fruits. There are many oil-yielding trees.

Nor is this all. Other crop's can be raised on a wide scale. Rubber 
offers many Opportunities. Tobacco is a further important crop. 
Gums, kola, raffia are other forms of wealth. The entire region 
abounds with undiscovered potentialities, and there are in all 
875,000 square miles of tropical rainforest, a large part of which 
no doubt will remain in its present state, yet holding great areas 
which can be developed agriculturally. Here is great wealth, and 
great living space.

This region, under total apartheid, would become the principal 
homeland for the negro peoples. They should have political and 
economic control of it, though they should have European guidance 
to establish a sound economy. In this respect the training of a negro 
elite is essential. The overcoming of disease and the insect enemies 
of man, animal and plant is a field in which the European and 
negro must work together. Yet clearly a point will be reached when 
educated negroes will shoulder that duty themselves in West Africa.

But West Africa is not the only negro homeland which total
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apartheid would establish. Uganda is not suitable for white settle
ment, nor is a  large part of Nyasaland. South Africa has long had 
plans to make Bechuanaland, Zululand, Swaziland and Basutoland 
the territories which can absorb much of her native population.

All these territories can be greatly developed, to support large 
populations. An outstanding area crying out for improvement 
and reclamation is the Okovango Delta in the Northern Kalahari. 
Schemes have been on the drawing board for something like fifty 
years, but nothing has been done. Yet this part of Bechuanaland 
could support two million natives. At present it is swamp; but 
draining it would reclaim good deep black soil in many places, 
without much humus, but sufficiently fertile to grow cereals, ground
nuts, cotton, rice and sugar. Draining the swamp would have the 
effect of limiting the tsetse fly to the eastern part of it, and free a  
large area of pastureland for stock-carrying purposes. Some day 
this area will be known as the Egypt of the South. It has good soil, 
abundant water, and capital and labour alone are needed to turn 
this useless swamp into one of the richest gardens of Africa.

Food growing may well prove to be the principal role o f the negro 
in Africa, while the European largely develops the minerals of South 
Africa, the Rhodesias and Western Tanganyika. This division of 
function, yet economic interdependence, undoubtedly will come to a 
great extent, owing to the types of land which division on a climatic 
basis will allocate to each race. At the same time there will be wide 
scope for the European farmer, for the great spaces of the white man’s 
plateau country will produce much food.

Does this mean, then, that the negro will be forbidden industries 
of his own ? Are the thousands of natives now employed in mining 
to be driven back to the pastoral life ? By no means. The clock 
cannot be pushed back—nor does the policy of total apartheid 
include the restriction of negro activity to agricultural jobs. On 
the contrary, it would give them every chance to develop their talents 
to the full, in their own part of Africa, where they can serve their 
own people.

West Africa, and the other regions suitable for negro settlement, 
contain valuable mineral deposits. Negroes could take full advan
tage of this wealth, and produce for the future Europe-African 
economy on the same basis as white men in Africa. They should 
receive exactly the same prices for their products. Capitalist 
democracy has robbed and despoiled them—it still does—but total 
apartheid has as its policy the freedom of negroes within their own
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part of Africa. This must include their economic freedom.
On the other hand, there would be nothing to stop the black man 

working in the white man’s part o f Africa. During the transitional 
period there must be an interchange of services on the part of black 
and white. Black labour teams for helping the white man build up 
his part of the continent will be necessary—so will white technicians 
and the application of European science for the development of the 
black man’s territory. Let one repay the other. But the negro must 
get the same wage as the European if he stays on to work in 
European territory.

West Africa, however, can offer him far more tempting oppor
tunities once it is developed. Its wealth is not confined to food 
producing or to minerals, or even its great possibilities in hydro
electric projects. There are other great assets in its vast tropical 
forests. Conditions there make possible the rapid growth of trees, 
in a belt of territory as wide as the Atlantic and as deep as England 
from the Channel to the Midlands.

This is an enormous asset. Even faster growing than the trees— 
and many of them reach a hundred feet or more—are the many 
bamboos. They have innumerable uses. They can become the 
source of supply for all Europe’s newsprint: they produce more bulk 
per year of growth than timber, and the paper is of finer quality. 
They can be used for constructional purposes. They produce food 
for human beings and stock. They have immense possibilities as a 
great source of cellulose, that important raw material for many new 
industries.

A fascinating range of products will use this basic raw material 
in the future. The West African forests are a veritable treasure-house 
to supply the West with surprising forms of wealth. The solar 
energy pouring down on the Congo jungles is wasted today: to
morrow it can be tapped for the service of man through the media of 
forest industries and the latest methods of processing.

- Far from being the work of the devil, then, total apartheid offers 
the negro peoples new and immense opportunities. Most of all, 
it will create a protected zone against the exploitation which they 
have bitterly experienced in the rapacious world of capitalism. 
Within that protected area, which will be vast in size, they will have 
complete freedom to live their lives to the full, achieve a fair economic 
reward for their labours, and develop their own culture, led by their 
Hite, thus developing as negroes, instead of frustrated imitators of 
the white man’s way of living.
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THE RECKONING
by H. T. MILLS

IN THE SPRING of 1935 I left England for a six months’ course 
of electric welding in Germany. In England a nightmare seemed 

to be passing over, with an approaching dawn of better times, 
because it had just been officially decided to re-arm and jobs were 
being offered to many of the 2£ million unemployed. The finance for 
this was created by an increase of the money in circulation from 
slightly under £400 million in May 1935 to approaching £500 million 
at the end of 1937. This in turn was rendered possible by an increase 
in the “ gold, coin and bullion ” in the Bank of England from about 
£190 million, at which amount it had remained since it began its 
recovery in 1933 after the gold standard crisis, to over £300 million 
in the end of 1937.

In Germany, however, the position was entirely reversed. Re
armament was also under way and the workers in my factory 
and elsewhere grumbled because they said it would reduce Germany’s 
capacity to produce consumable commodities, and so continue the 
rise in the standard of living which for nearly two years had been 
sharp and progressive. This example illustrates very well the dif
ferent working of the two systems, although it must be emphasised 
that both were types of capitalism.

Before the war money was kept short by various measures, thus 
compelling individuals, businesses, municipalities and nations to 
borrow at interest. These measures varied. In the case of countries 
with central banks hoarding gold, their currencies were based partly 
on gold and partly on a fiduciary issue. This fiduciary issue was 
itself, of course, directly based on the productive capacity of the 
nation, though not admittedly so. On the other hand, lands like 
Australia possessed currencies which varied in volume according to 
their balances in London. At the present time, with the British 
Empire (or must one now say Commonwealth, because it appears
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to be getting poorer and to be in dissolution ?) depending financially 
and economically upon the U.S.A., all these measures are being 
modified by the Bretton Woods Agreement with its new type of 
“ control But the French saying “ Plus (a change, plus c’esl la 
meme chose ” , applies.

Serious and undeluded students of economics know well that it is 
gold which lies behind the U.S. creditor power to dominate the 
Western World. To the gold is now being added “ atomic power ” . 
By means of this gold power the British Empire was not permitted 
to develop, and it now has neither the gold nor the goods to preserve 
'independent action. Even in Britain’s West African colonial domain, 
the U.S. has interfered under the guise of forwarding the inde
pendence of the coloured people. How imperial development was 
stifled I now propose to show in simple outline, because this is of 
great significance for the understanding of the tragic seriousness of 
our present position.

In 1925, Britain, under the guidance of the then Mr. Churchill and 
his experts, returned to the gold standard, supported by the slogan 
“ the Pound must look the Dollar in the face Well, the Pound 
did become dearer in terms of goods and foreign currencies. In 
other words, there ensued a period of deflation and the internal 
price level fell a little. But, unfortunately this greatly increased the 
burden of the National Debt and every kind of debt which had been 
built up during the period of cheap pounds. Moreover, the price 
of Britain’s exports abroad in terms of foreign money also increased 
thereby decreasing her competitive power, and her exports started 
to  fall. They fell from £930 million in 1925 to £780 million in 1926. 
By 1931, they were down to £390 million. In 1928, Britain had a 
favourable trade balance of over £170 million to invest abroad; in 
1931 to 1934 she had deficits respectively of £72 million, £28 million, 
£190 million and £140 million. All these things led to loss of 
confidence and a steady drain of gold to France, Holland and 
America, which eventually forced Britain ofT the Gold Standard in 
1931. But as the figures I have quoted show, bad times persisted 
long after 1931. Indeed, the worst deficit of £245 million occurred 
in 1936, mainly owing to a  large import o f gold bullion to finance 
rearmament.

By this time the delicate economic structure of the entire globe 
had received so many shocks (mainly centring in U.S.A.) that the 
world turn-over of foreign trade between 1929 and 1934 (after 
which rearmament began) diminished from £18,000 million to £6,000
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million (in 1912 it was about £10,000 million), there was chronic 
unemployment everywhere. Everybody in a world of plenty was 
“ drawing in their belts”—to use another idiotic slogan of those 
days. Thus England from 1926—the year of the General Strike— 
decreased her imports-from raw material and food exporting 
countries such as Australia, New Zealand and the Empire in general. 
For example, in 1926 our imports (excluding bullion) were about 
£1,250 million, whilst by 1931 they had sunk to just below £800 
million.

Under the mad laws of our pre-1939 monetary system, it was 
decreed that the currency note issues of these countries (and, 
consequently, their credit) should be based upon their balances in 
London. Thus when England, whose note issue and credit was 
partly based on gold, had to “ pull in her belt ” , Australia also had 
to do so because the mother country bought less goods from her. 
The phenomenon of shortage was thus artificially reproduced 
throughout the Empire—restriction of output caused by shrinking 
purchasing power with the banks calling in loans, etc. Under these 
conditions we could hardly have expected to see immigrants wel
comed by the Dominions. These immigrants might have enriched 
and further developed the Empire between the wars, only what was 
the use of taking in people who might grow more wheat or produce 
more wool or construct new factories when the purchasing power 
was insufficient to meet what was on the market already ? And so 
we find th a t :

“ The tide of emigration has had an ebb as well as a flow. In 
the year before the outbreak of the 1914-18 War, 223,000 left 
Britain for the Dominions. That was high tide. In 1920, 134,000 
went to seek new fields.

“ Between 1925 and 1939, the average had fallen to 80,000 a  year. 
Financial depression had gripped the Commonwealth countries 
and the ebb set in.

“ In 1931, 26,000 came from the Dominions to Britain and in 
the following year 33,000. That was the ebb tide year, for in 
1936 conditions improved and the ebb carried with it only 13,000.” 
(Lord Tweedsmuir on Emigration, Evening Standard, 21.4.47.)

Sir Robert Horne, speaking at the Constitutional Club on his 
return from his Empire Tour in 1928, said :

“  I have got into a position almost of despair at the slowness 
at which the emigration movement goes on. While I was at the 
Exchequer, I provided that a  sum of £3,000,000 a year should be
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given to assist emigrants to the Dominions. Out of the £15,000,000 
which should have been taken up, only about £2,000,000 have 
been spent. To my mind it is a disgrace. We are supposed to be 
a practical country, and this is all we have done.”

The more this matter is studied, the less does it look like a mistake; 
it would have to be a series of mistakes made by a series of people. 
Yet I doubt whether there are a dozen M.P.s today who understand 
money and how it is manipulated to destroy great nations.

Between the wars, the U.S.A. broke the classical canons of the 
gold standard by her policy of “ sterilisation This played a large 
part in diminishing world trade. She was steadily acquiring gold in 
payment for goods, as she had a favourable balance of trade with a 
Europe greatly weakened by the first World War and later preparing 
for yet another one. By sterilising gold, the U.S. offset the rule by 
which more currency notes ought to have been printed against the 
incoming bullion, thus causing prices to rise, exports to fall, and so, 
according to the automatic working of the gold standard as prac
tised up till then, bringing about the reversal of her favourable trade 
balance and eventually precipitating a return of the gold into Euro
pean coffers. The Americans also erected large tariffs, which had the 
effect of preventing Europe paying her in goods and so kept her own 
unemployment figures in bounds. In economic jargon, this is called 
“ exporting unemployment ” . So the gold which poured westward in 
a flow dried up business and commercial initiative everywhere out
side the “ rebel ” Axis lands who did not permit gold movements to 
affect their internal currencies and purchasing power.

In 1930 M. Pierre Mend£s-France, lately Prime Minister of France, 
wrote a book called La Banque Internationale. Chapter 4 of the 
second part has as one of its headings, “ Is the Bank of Inter
national Settlements a possible instrument for the American financial 
invasion of Europe ?” He writes :

“  Numerous publicists believe they saw in the Bank of Inter
national Settlements the triumph of American financial diplomacy 
. . . The origin of this is to be found in events which took place 
during and after the war. From 1914 onwards the United States 
became suppliers to the entire world. Their exports from 1913 
to 1920 increased from 2,482 to 8,929 million dollars and the 
excess of exports over imports, which before the war was about 
500 million dollars, touched 4,000 million in 1920. From that 
time on, therefore, an uninterrupted flow of gold from Europe 
towards America . . .  the United States, Europe’s debtors before 
1913, became its creditors. In this sense, they were the only real
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victors in the w a r. . . Europe is now buying from America twice 
as much as she sells h e r . . .  Pressed by their growing industrialisa
tion, the United States are searching for markets throughout the 
world and, as they refuse to be paid in goods, they are using their 
favourable balances to buy up foreign securities . . .  in March 
1929 the purchase of the General Electric Company of London . . . ” 
etc., etc.

Nevertheless l wish to state with emphasis that the U.S. could 
not have built up her present unassailable position had the great 
potential wealth of the British Empire been even moderately ex
ploited under British control. However, under the circumstances 
which prevailed, only one thing more was necessary to reduce 
Britain to her present state of economic vassalage, and this was- to 
deprive her of most o f her overseas investments, which was effected 
through the second World War.

Even in World War 1 it was clear that we had to incur huge 
debts to the U.S. for supplies. This should have been a warning 
to build up our Empire in case of a  second war. But when the second 
war came, and we had not done so, the U.S. granted us the benefits 
of Lease-Lend (“ the most unsordid act of history ” went the slogan) 
after approval by Congress, which did not take place until we were 
approaching the exhaustion of our available overseas assets towards 
the end of 1940.

As has been seen, it had been hard to make both ends meet during 
a period of world slump even with these precious investments. 
England, a  small island crowded with 45,000,000 inhabitants, was 
obliged to import more than she exported even before the 1939 war, 
only at first this gap was more than covered by our “ invisible 
exports ” . These mainly consisted of shipping, monetary and 
insurance services rendered to foreigners, and last, but by no means 
least, the interest on our overseas investments, paid mainly in 
exports of food to us from the debtor countries. With the deepening 
economic crisis, however, a  crack appeared in this bridge over the 
gap during the years preceding the war, because there were less 
services to render to foreigners and less shipping required for the 
diminishing world carrying trade. Yet we still had the interest on 
these investments, which in a good year such as 1928 (when everybody 
paid up) had amounted to as much as £285 million.

It is clear, therefore, that to begin a  world war which was certain 
to eat up these investments (seeing that the Empire had not been 
developed) was utter madness, unless there had been no other way
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to protect ourselves from direct assault. We were told that Poland 
had to be protected, but the quarrel between Germany and Poland 
need not have been ours except for financial reasons, and, in any 
case, these countries were about to settle their differences in April 
1939, had not Britain intervened by “ guaranteeing ” Poland, and 
thus strengthened the war party there at a fatal moment, causing 
negotiations to be broken off.

We have now reached the core of the situation in which Britain 
and Europe find themselves today. It is important to realise that 
except for commodities such as coal, cotton and wool, Britain has 
for some years been exporting much more, both in value and volume, 
than she ever did before. Her people have not been slacking. But 
even this outflow of wealth is not enough to bridge the gap rendered 
wider by our sterling debts amounting to over £3,000 million, 
although it is true that the debts accruing to the Crown Colonies 
are not ‘amonts owed’ in the same sense as are, say, the monies due 
to  Egypt or India.

The margin of safety between solvency and trade recession (polite 
word for slump) is perilously narrow. A series of strikes, industrial 
troubles, an unfavourable movement in the terms of trade (i.e. : a 
rise in the cost of raw materials without an increase in price of our 
manufactured exports), a raising of U.S. tariffs, any of these factors 
operating singly or together could bring about a most serious crisis 
and a further devaluation of the pound.

In addition to the above list the danger of a trade recession in the 
U.S. must be considered. This is the most menacing of all the 
threats to the Western economies. It might shatter the Western way 
of life. The onset of a serious slump in the U.S.A. would probably 
render World War III more imminent.

The pattern o f world finance (outside the Soviet orbit) since the 
defeat of Germany and Japan is essentially the same as before the 
war. But there are certain great changes. In the first place, and for 
obvious reasons, unemployment cannot be permitted to exist on 
any scale comparable to that of before the war. Thus there was no 
attempt by world bankers to deflate, as occurred in 1920 in the 
U.S.A. or after 1925 in Britain. On the contrary, every device known 
to orthodox finance to increase the circulating medium is put into 
operation at the first sign of falling sales or rising unemployment in 
the U.S.A. and elsewhere, even to legalising and encouraging hire- 
purchase transactions, some of which, such as the acquisition of 
tickets for air travel, cannot be said to present much security for
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payment once “ consumption ” has been satisfied.
It may be asked, can Britain appreciably strengthen her economic 

position ? The influence that in the past thwarted attempts at 
Empire development still operates against us, witness article 9 of 
the loan agreement forbidding us to buy anything from our Empire 
which might be said to discriminate against the U.S. I t may surprise 
some people that such an agreement was ever signed !

Mr. Bevin once admitted that the whole thing was a miscalculation. 
But did Mr. Bevin understand the money question in its widest 
sense ? He also talked of developing the Empire, and about the 
Fort Knox gold hoards—twenty years too late. It will be difficult 
to develop the Empire now. Under the Bretton Woods Agreement 
the dominating power rests on this hoard of Fort Knox gold.

As in the past, according to the present outmoded financial 
system, the only way the U.S. can procure markets in impoverished 
Europe is to lend the money to the impecunious purchasers—on 
terms—or else to give the goods away for nothing. Had the U.S. 
been able to trade with the 600 millions of China in this way the 
system might conceivably have lasted a century, but under present 
circumstances it can hardly last a fraction of that time without 
collapsing. The U.S. export trade to Europe was carried out under 
the Marshall Plan. Now, it is clear that such trading methods, 
though a boon to Europe, are an imposition on the American 
taxpayer, who can only suppose that in return for his money his 
country acquires “ power ” over other lands.

The second half of the twentieth century is presenting mankind 
with two choices; these are, international communism, or a national 
form of socialistic capitalism, basing currency on the wealth pro
duction of the individual country, and thus obtaining a stable price 
level whilst retaining the best of the national traditions of each 
country. Finance-capitalism, based on gold, and which for its very 
existence depends on international loans and usury, is doomed. 
Of course there is a third choice—war. But it is difficult to  see how 
war could end in a victory for finance-capitalism, since to loan one 
must have security, and security is ill-supplied by ruins.

Only prosperity among members of the non-communist world 
can defeat communism. Unfortunately we have left the rectification 
of matters to so late an hour that growing economic troubles may 
smother our efforts. How, it may be asked, is the western world to 
help satisfy the needs of India’s teeming and fast increasing millions, 
who must at the least keep up with the improving standards o f
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communist China ? Malthus may prove to be right after all ! He 
cannot in these days be said to have been definitely wrong. We can 
only defer judgement. Moreover, the result of that judgement must 
depend upon certain policies connected with population increase, 
which in themselves have no direct association with agriculture. 
If these policies are not applied in time by Man, Nature will apply 
them in the grisly shape of famine. But famine breeds communism, 
and so the wheel turns.

And yet the very ideas of the vanquished Axis powers are feared 
and boycotted by our national press, more feared, indeed, than the 
enormous forces of the Soviet. The simple plan of a goods standard 
is never allowed publicity, although its adoption would have made 
the British Empire and Europe great and prosperous, and war most 
unlikely. It is not patriotism to ignore this, but stupidity of the 
grossest kind to risk obliteration in a third world war. It is for the 
masses who are not told much of what is really happening, and whose 
leaders appear to govern but in reality just obey, that slogans are 
invented. A slogan can always be found to fit any situation however 
perilous and desperate.
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REFLECTIONS AT DOORN
by ROBERT AICKMAN

HEN THE KAISER left Germany in 1918, he first stayed
with Count Godard Bentinck at Amerongen on the Rhine

between Arnhem and U trech t; and shortly afterwards purchased 
the big house of the small town of Doom, about five miles to the 
north-west, where he remained until his death in 1941. I t was the 
accident of the Kaiser’s friendship with Count Bentinck which led 
to his settling at Doom. Here his first wife died only a  few months 
after he had moved in. Here two years later he married again. 
Now the house and most of its contents have, with great wisdom 
and imagination, been acquired by the Netherlands Government. 
Now motor coaches arrive all day, although many of them merely 
stop at the gates for a  reverent or ghoulish moment, and then drive 
on to happy Soestdijk, residence of Queen Juliana, ten miles to 
the north.

I t takes more years than one would suppose for the living atmos
phere of a great house to mortify into the detachment o f a  museum ; 
and about Doom, all over the house, and all over the gardens and 
park (his great care while he lived, neglected since he died, but now 
prudently handed over to the Netherlands Society for Horticulture), 
the Kaiser still stalks and broods. The guides are hushed, omnisci
ent, and reverential (and, of course, multi-lingual, as everyone in 
Holland). Their subject is always “ L’Empereur,” “ the Emperor ” : 
until almost one hears the guns of the Bellerophon. The visitors 
are silent and seriously attentive : like an English crowd, they 
gasp at the silver-gilt dinner service and the collection of Field- 
Marshal’s batons, but in earnest wonderment, not at all in levity. 
Some of the more elderly Germans weep.

Huis Doom is not large, but it has high, well-proportioned rooms 
with the feel of a Palace. I t is surrounded by a moat, still full o f 
dark, mysterious w ater; and is very beautiful. One tower of 
the medieval strongbox built by the Bishops of Utrecht still stands 
incorporated in the eighteenth-century chateau o f Frederick
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Lijnslager. The building stands round three sides of a small 
courtyard, with a  tympanum over the central front-door, and a 
high Dutch roof. It is at once imposing and welcoming : a 
thoroughly good place to live.

Ultimately the Weimar Republic gave the Kaiser his pick, as 
far as space at Doom permitted, from his former palaces, and he 
judiciously concentrated his choice on objects emphasising the 
many and ancient links between the Houses of Hohenzollern and 
Orange-Nassau. The house is full of splendid and astonishing 
things ; including the Gobelin tapestries presented by Marie 
Antoinette to the brother of Frederick the Great, and a number of 
Frederick’s French paintings, notably a wonderful pastel of 
Algarotti by Liotard. In general the taste is somewhat cold and 
monumental, but authentically personal. There is a universal 
litter of emotive relics, including an immense gold trophy from 
Cowes, and a photograph of Queen Victoria (the best ever taken 
of her old age) with a touchingly affectionate inscription. Inevitably 
there is one of the Czar’s immense porphyry vases (and also a 
shimmering carpet given by that unluckiest o f allies, the Sultan 
of Turkey). The Kaiser’s bed is little more luxurious than 
Wellington’s ; and one notices that the bedroom lacks hot and 
cold. There is little that is absurd : a  Kaiser may be allowed a 
collection o f paintings and drawings depicting the evolution of 
German military uniform. At the top of the stairs hangs a rather 
impressive portrait of von Moltke, sitting intent at his desk : it is 
in darkly fiery, Gotterdammerung colours.

And everywhere there are portraits o f the Emperor. They are 
sentimental, but not tame. Such a painter as de Laszlo painted 
only the Kaiserin. Never was a man’s character more plainly 
in his mien : proud, courageous, and neither unkind nor undis
cerning, but fatally (the world being what it is) self-dramatising 
and self-absorbed. Was the Kaiser really so handsome ? “ Propa
ganda,” says the English visitor. A photograph of manoeuvres 
shows how short he was ; but a photograph taken at Doom, 
seated outside the house with one of his beloved dogs, shows him 
handsomer than any of the paintings. A slight vulgarity sometimes 
duly emerges, a marked over-compensation ; but at least he did 
look like a monarch.

On the north side of the house are the graves of the dogs, including 
that of Senta, his “ faithful companion throughout the Great War ’’. 
Among the trees to the south is the famous woodshed, itself built
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of logs, high and spacious. Here the Kaiser exerted himself daily 
with axe and saw, augmented by a mechanical cutter, still in position, 
and made in Germany. Still in position also is a vast heap of timber: 
some of the mouldering bottom pieces must surely be true relics. 
The woodshed is connected with the house by telephone : always 
there might be news. At the back o f the house are a pair o f older 
wooden two-storied teahouses, not unlike (but less tortuous than) 
the Swiss Cottage at Osborne. Then comes the Kaiser’s fine 
collection of conifers, with a gazebo presented to him by the people 
of Doom. In the Rosarium is another b u s t : perhaps the most 
lifelike o f the lot. On the Kaiser’s seventieth birthday, the 
Imperial Family gave him a clock tower, rather like the one at 
Brighton, but shorter, leaner, and plainer. Holland being Holland, 
the clock works and keeps time. Near the tower is the former 
entrance to the estate. It stands near the busy main road through 
Doom, and to discourage the idly curious, the Kaiser opened a 
new entrance on the eastern side of the property and further from 
the town centre. There he built a large and pleasant brick gate
house, where visitors could be accommodated. To-day it serves 
to sell tickets. Out behind the graves of the dogs, across the lawn 
and among the trees, is the small, locked Mausoleum, where, in 
accordance with his wish, the Kaiser rests. I t is a  plain structure, 
which contrives to recall that it was erected in wartime. Here 
the elderly Germans lament unobtrusively.

Has any country in the world gained by abrogating monarchy ? 
Brazil ? China ? Even Egypt ? Individual monarchs have some
times been dispensable ; but it remains to  be seen whether monarchy 
has yet been improved upon. A t D oom they sell a  postcard which 
depicts a banquet to celebrate the marriage of the Kaiser’s only 
daughter. As well as the Kaiser, we see the Czar, the Kings of 
England, Sweden, Greece, and Bulgaria, and the Queen of Holland. 
Other princes lurk invisible behind the massed candles and involved 
epergnes. This scene can be moralised upon while tea is taken 
in the Doom Orangery, sister to Wren’s in Kensington Gardens. 
The crowds, like English crowds, do not linger : one has the 
Orangery to oneself after half-past four ; and the service is so 
courtly as to recall better days.
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THE ARTIST AND THE FILM
b y  V. A. MEALOR

SOME years ago Virginia Woolf commented on the film: “ . . .  while 
all the other arts were born naked, this, the youngest, has been born 

fully clothed. It can say everything before it has anything to say.” 
This technical precociousness has been and still remains the reason 
for the film’s slow progress to maturity. The general level of the 
film today does not rise above that of the adolescent. However 
bad the story, the public will accept a film provided it has a smooth, 
expensive appearance, and producers with their eyes firmly fixed on 
the commercial market give them what they want. Our film makers 
have thus become expert craftsmen concentrating on the glossy 
presentation of the film, and caring little for its content. What is 
needed is the influence of the artist, but the public demand for 
beautifully finished trivialities is keeping the film back in the elemen
tary stage of development, and the artist finds himself unable to 
use his gifts. The “ popular ” cinema provides an excellent 
training ground — but for what ?

The whole method of approach of the artist is different from that 
of the craftsman. He does not sit and consider the best angles from 
which to shoot a particular scene, or the editing principles involved 
in a certain sequence. There have been cases, indeed, where the 
artist with a genuine feeling for the medium has been quite literally 
ignorant of filmic principles and yet produced a lasting piece of 
cinema. One thinks of Vigo’s sensitive study of childhood Z£ro 
de Conduite where the roughness and awkwardness of the technical 
handling failed to prevent the essential quality of the film reaching 
the spectator. Marc Donskoi’s Childhood o f Gorki provides a
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good example of a film artist subordinating his usually individual 
style of direction to his desire to create an authentic picture o f the 
Gorki world. This art of self-effacement produced a fine work. 
Instead of concentrating on the imaginative representation of 
character some film artists have preferred social problems, but always 
if their films have had any claim to greatness it is because of their 
blending of style and content, their own humility before their chosen 
subject-matter. John Ford’s The Grapes o f Wrath was just such a 
film; De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves and Miracle in Milan were others 
in the same category. A director with an austere and highly personal 
style is Robert Bresson, whose work in the film is known in this 
country mainly by his Diary o f a Country Priest, in which the small 
world of the priest is beautifully re-created in filmic terras. Luis 
Bufiuel has treated problems of character and environment in his 
work. His El and Los Olvidados mark him as a great film artist. 
In the field of documentary, where human values are of primary 
importance, it is significant that there should be so few directors 
whose work can claim a lasting place in the history of the film. 
Robert Flaherty and Humphrey Jennings stand out from the rest, 
because of their ability to absorb the atmosphere of their subject 
and build their material in visual terms. Their best films were con
cerned with people, their relation to their background and their lives 
in peace and war. And then there is Chaplin, who in the early days 
of cinema began to deal solely with character and has continued to 
do so ever since. Those are some of the artists who have succeeded 
in creating something worthwhile in the cinema not simply through 
a knowledge of film technique but through an ability to express 
thought and emotion in filmic terms.

If the work of these artists is to have any effect at all on the general 
run of film-making it is essential that they reach as wide a public as 
possible, but it is difficult to see how this can be done with the 
present situation in the film. The theatre, with a similar “ popular ’’ 
problem, has attempted to solve it by the use of the “ little theatre ” 
where good quality plays can reach their audiences. Could the 
Film Society perform a similar service for the cinema ? At one time 
it would have appeared so, but many of them have lost their original 
impulse and are content to show 16mm. versions of “ popular ” 
films with one or two “ classics ” (usually of purely technical 
interest) thrown in as a sop to the student. The burden must fall on 
those Film Societies that have held on to their ideals (and remained 
solvent). From them one would like to see a greater emphasis on
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the best contemporary work in the film. Such films as these will 
give at least a small section of the public an indication of what is 
valuable and lasting in the cinema, and a gradual (one hopes) 
growing public demand for quality in the “ popular ” film will 
undoubtedly have its effect.

REWRITING ROMAN HISTORY

HE LISTENER  has recently published an indignant article
on the way Germans re-write their own history; the 

introduction to Ernst Von Salomon’s Answers objected that the 
author (whose account of National-Socialism is hardly flattering) 
would not admit his “ guilt Such criticism would be admirable 
if the critics were not also human beings “ re-writing ” their own 
history, and if the critics understood that with recent events — part 
o f our own lives — some such re-writing is inevitable.

But when it concerns history nineteen centuries past, when it 
concerns the Roman Empire, no such voices are raised. A 
grotesque example is the film Salome. Whoever made this film, 
for motives of his own, or out o f ignorance, has re-written history 
as never before.

I t would be possible to raise an objection to every incident in 
the film, to every portrayal of character. A magnificent story, 
the lust o f the hellenising Herod, the infuriated Herodias, the dance, 
the head of the prophet — one would imagine that no one could 
go wrong. The result rebukes one’s imagination. The film is 
taken from the Bible, but via the synagogue and the League of 
Nations. The Church should show the same vigour against this 
travesty as the Jews showed against Oliver T w ist: no one of any 
intelligence, converted by Billy Graham, could stay converted after 
seeing this film.

A t the beginning, Salome is shown, blonde and twentieth-century 
in the person of Miss Hayworth, in a love scene with a dark, almost 
negroid Roman at the Court of Tiberius. The Roman asks per
mission to marry the Galilean princess. Permission is refused

SALOM E
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by a Heiling Emperor, on the grounds that a Roman must never 
marry a  barbarian. Rome appears like a Third Reich without 
microphones and tanks, but with a version of the Nuremburg Laws. 
Salome, as disgusted as Josephine Baker, returns east on the same 
galley with Pontius Pilate, shown as a fascist gauleiter. On arrival 
in Palestine (the film is made in Israel), we see that smiling land as 
all-Jewish, with good, lowly Jews (most of the extras are clearly 
tame Arabs), manhandled by racist Romans. There is no indication 
of the Greek nature of first-century Palestine. Herod, one of 
history’s firmest believers in the possibility of Jewish assimilation, 
is shown, not as a cultured, hellenising scholar, the disciple of 
Philo of Alexandria, but as a more elderly laughtonian Tudor, as 
lustful for white flesh as Henry VIII for chicken bones. Herodias 
is the only convincing character in the film, perhaps the only one 
to rouse any sympathy at all. But one asks, she is so elderly and 
ugly, what is all the fuss about ? Why doesn’t Herod give way 
to the Baptist’s fanaticism, and divorce' her ? It is clear that 
husband and wife have been strangers to each other’s bedrooms 
for at least two decades. Then we meet the Baptist baptising. He 
is a  mad-looking fanatic with long hair and blue eyes always gazing 
rapturously to the top left-hand corner o f the wide screen. His 
message is strangely unlike the message in the Bible. It is much 
more Marxist. His flock consists of good lowly adoring Jews, 
to whom he preaches, not about their own sins — they are too good 
democrats to have any — but about the adultery o f Herodias. 
No serious plot should hang on such a rickety hinge : it is no 
longer illegal for a man to marry his deceased brother’s wife, and 
indeed, even in the Gospels Christ refers to it as a common practice. 
John’s endless rantings about Sin at the Palace are merely comic ; 
more serious, perhaps, are his unctuous phrases about humanity, 
world peace, the United Nations. But he is not allowed to preach 
foT long : the Roman SS arrive, and Pontius Pilate opines that 
the only thing to do with prophets is to nail them to a Cross. (Are 
we to see a sequel, Caiaphas pleading in vain for the Gauleiter to 
spare “ the carpenter ”  ?) Meanwhile, Stewart Granger, a secret 
convert to the Baptist, is revolted by the Roman Empire, by war
mongers, and lash-wielders ; dreams, with the starry-eyed fanatic, 
o f a world ruled by mercy and peace. (Are these people ignorant 
— or malign ? Do they really believe that the Mediterranean 
was a land of peace — till the Romans brought war ? And that 
after Rome, peace, spoken in a soft drooling tone of voice, became
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the inheritance o f christianised man 7) We get rather tired in the 
middle part o f  the film of the conflict in the expressionless Miss 
Hayworth’s mind between loyalty to her acidulated, collaborationist 
mother, and attachment to the “ resistance ” of gallant Israelis. 
We cheer up as a feast starts, though the turns are unspectacular. 
Then the dance. Of the seven veils, finally revealing Miss Hayworth 
in a (not very brief) bathing su i t ; (a new twist — Miss Hayworth 
dances so that the King will not kill the Baptist) ; there is a 
moment o f orgiastic floor-rolling, cut short as she sees the Baptist’s 
head in papier mache brought in on a  plate. At which she and 
the Roman convert rush out into the dusk, just in time to hear 
the Sermon on the Mount uttered in a  very B.B.C. voice by a draped 
figure made to walk half like a  robot, half like an old woman. 
Fade out to high sentiments and soft music.

The most extraordinary scene in a film which combines ordinary 
cliches in the most extraordinary confusion, is when the Baptist 
is in prison, about to die. The Roman says to him that the Messiah 
has a t last appeared. Here, there seems to have been a  slight war 
between Jewish and Christian scriptwriters. The Baptist seems 
surprised. He believes that the Messiah will come, to usher in 
a period of UNO peace and justice, with trials of war criminals 
all round. But then, as Marcellus talks about the carpenter, the 
man of miracles, a  dreamy look comes into the seer’s eyes : “ Why, 
Jesus ! The boy’s my kinsman. I baptised him in Jordan. As I 
did so, the skies opened, and a voice said, Thou art my beloved 
Son ; this day have I begotten you.” This remarkable incident 
seems to have slipped the Baptist’s mind till this very minute, only 
now does he see its significance.

Christ — as a  universal world-teacher, the peer of Buddha and 
Confucius, or a  rather feeble leader of an Israeli resistance move
ment again the Roman Fasces : these are two portraits, but they 
cannot belong to the same person. Might we humbly suggest 
that such portrayals, o r re-portrayals, are of greater import, and 
can work greater harm, than a gallant and honest work like Von 
Salomon’s Fragebogen ? Might we suggest also, to all English 
governesses, on the B.B.C. and elsewhere, that a text in the Bible 
(still not suppressed by Hollywood) they should memorise is : 
Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out o f thine own eye.. .  . 
I f  they retain the meaning, they can even, like the scriptwriters, 
muddle up Thou and You. Such niceties are difficult.

MAX BURGOS
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NOTHER very widespread delusion is that the composer has
necessarily a set scheme of “ emotions ” to represent, as if 

anyone could “  represent ” any emotions whatsoever in terms of 
musical sound and be certain that if and when he did so {if ever he 
did) others would, or could, know what he was driving at. The 
generality seems to have no idea that music has a whole world 
of thought feeling and emotion proper and peculiar to itself that is 
inexpressible, untranslatable, incommunicable in any other way 
than by means of music; that, in fact, as Goethe said, music begins 
where words leave off. Thus it comes about that people dissolve 
into sentimental deliquescencies of nonsense when they “ hear ’’ 
— so they assure us — the song of the birds, the babble of the 
stream, the rustle of the leaves, the soughing of the winds, and 
Heaven-knows-what — all in some lovely piece such as Delius’ 
In a Summer Garden, or the incomparable Three Nocturnes of 
Debussy. Of course they don’t actually hear any of these things, 
for the simple reason that no natural sounds of this kind are musical 
sounds at all, they are noise — i.e., the difference between sounds 
produced by regular and irregular vibrations. What the hearer, 
unless he be more than normally grossly impercipient, perceives, 
is how a certain Naturlaut, as Mahler calls it, sets a certain train 
of musical thought going in the composer’s mind, which it picks 
up quasi telepathically. This, it is obvious, is very different from 
saying that he (the composer) expresses the sound of the stream, 
wind, birds and what-have-you.
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One of the most extraordinary notions that has grown up in 
connection with music is that concerning the “ cheerful ” nature 
o f the major and the “  melancholy ” nature of the minor modes. 
To begin with, the period of dominance of these two modes has 
been an extremely short one in the history of European music, 
and is already at an end. It is entirely untrue, even within the 
limiting framework of these two. Many of the gayest, most 
sparklingly and sprightly pieces are written in the minor mode, 
e.g., Mendelsohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream overture, the 
G minor Organ Fugue of Bach (“ Oh Ebenezer Prout !”), the 
supremely lively and brilliant Toccata and Fugue in D minor, to 
mention three conspicuous cases only. On the other hand two of 
the most intensely poignant and deeply-moving things in all music, 
the ineffable final section of the lovely Abschied finale of Mahler’s 
Lied von der Erde and the final Largo of the same master’s Ninth 
Symphony, where the very heart of the music seems to break with 
the intensity and poignancy of its burden of emotion, are both in 
the major mode. The same is true of Delius’ Songs o f Sunset, 
an extended study in a mood of crepuscular melancholy which is 
consistently in the major mode from first to last.

One of the oddest delusions that crop up from time to time is 
that of some kind of analogy, or hidden rapport, between colour 
and music. Certain composers profess to “ read ” certain colours 
into certain keys. Of course hardly two composers agree as to 
what the colour is that they “ see ” in any particular key. In 
other cases we axe told that the notes of the scale “ correspond ” 
with the colours o f the spectrum. How, is never explained. The 
baselessness o f the contention is abundantly exposed when you 
consider that the accepted pitch of instruments has changed quite 
a number o f times during a matter of not more than a century. 
Many people now living can remember the time when three at least 
different pitches existed side by side : the Old English Philharmonic, 
or Concert pitch, as it used to be called, with the first “ small ” c 
(octave above middle C) at 540 vibrations per second ; Society of 
Arts with the same note at 530 v.p.s., French normal with 517 v.p.s. 
and New Philharmonic with C.522 v.p.s. ; that is to say that the 
note c might differ by as much as very nearly a semitone. As the 
colours of the spectrum of a ray of light passed through a prism 
are (I believe I  am right in saying) constant and always the same, 
it is plain that no possible nor valid analogy could be established. 
A t one time or another composers, notably Scriabine, have dallied
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with the idea of masses of moving and changing colour projected 
upon a screen while their music is played ; and he, Scriabine, has 
even, in his Prometheus, indicated a  part for clavier a lumieres. 
And whatever interest this may have it must be pretty clear, I 
think, that it is not by reason of any supposed connection with 
musical sound, but independently on its own account. That this 
might be so was shown some twenty years or more ago in Major 
Adrian Klein’s absorbingly interesting study of the subject in his 
book Colour Music or the Art o f Mobile Colour.

Of course we speak of brilliant and dark orchestral colour when 
we mean tone quality or timbre, but the expression is figurative 
and has no actual implication of colour, but rather of luminosity, 
which is not the same thing.

And, as in so many other branches of human activity, it is sheer 
ignorance, or that form of it to which those associated with music 
either as practitioners or as hearers are lamentably prone, namely 
that form of obstinate wilful ignorance, that deliberate turning 
away of the head from knowledge that the Buddhists call advidya — 
wilful not-knowing, which leads to the repetition of some clichd 
of criticism (or rather of fault-forging—“a mind well turned to find, 
or forge. . .  a fault ”) which has the slenderest foundation in 
fact, and invariably none at all in the particular instance against 
which it is uttered.

Two very great modem Masters (or rather Masters o f modern 
times — it’s not quite the same thing), Max Reger and Gustav 
Mahler, arc constantly being made victims of this kind of silliness. 
In the case of Max Reger there are certain of his works, a  very 
small number as compared with the enormous body of his work, 
that are o f what one might call an elaborate Byzantine mosaic 
texture, complex and intricate in the highest degree, albeit supremely 
great music. Now whenever Reger is mentioned, out comes the 
infuriating cliche about clotted counterpoint, piled-up masses of 
notes, and so on and so on. It doesn’t matter one hoot if the work 
in question be some delicate, light-textured chamber work, for a 
mere couple of instruments, out it comes religiously. In  the case 
of Mahler it is his “  extravagant orchestral demands ” . These 
very words were recently used in connection with his Fourth 
Symphony, a work which contained no heavy brass at all and 
wood in the conservative number of threes each (not, be it noted, 
the full symphonic complement of fours). Similarly, another 
critic spoke of the huge orchestra demanded by the Ninth, when in
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point of fact the orchestration of this great work asks no more than 
a normal symphonic complement.

Now I presume that ray readers are cognisant with the facts of 
equal temperament, as our system of tuning keyed instruments is 
called, but if not, here is a brief expose. Under this system of 
tuning, the aberration from perfect in-tuneness of the intervals 
o f the scale other than the octave, which would require dozens of 
notes to the octave, is spread equally over the twelve degrees of 
the scale. This inspired compromise is due to the genius of Bach ; 
it is a compromise that nature herself accepts, since harmonics 
can be enticed out o f the “ out-of-tune ” piano by methods perfectly 
analogous to the method of producing these sounds on stringed 
instruments. Now string players claim to distinguish between, 
let us say C sharp and D flat, and claim that they play more “ in 
tune ” than a pianist can, in the nature of things do. Theoretically, 
of course, this is perfectly true. They could ; but do they ? 
Consider the vast number of changing imponderables, the state of 
the weather, the condition of the skin of the player’s fingers due to 
climatic or physical conditions — the skin varies extraordinarily 
in its “  moods ” as one might say, not only from day to day and 
season to season but from one hour to another. How can he be 
sure of playing precisely the same pitch on two separate occasions ? 
There are cogent reasons for supposing that he can’t be sure at all. 
The great acoustician, the father of modern acoustics, Hermann 
Helmholtz, conducted some tests with the great violinist Joachim 
and the leader of the orchestra of the Opera in Paris, two performers 
as eminent as anyone could ask for. Each of them played a certain 
scale a number of times. By his instruments Helmholtz established 
that not only did they not play in the perfect intonation so often 
claimed but were, as often as not, just as far from it as they were 
from equal intonation (our system), and the differences varied with 
every repetition of the same scale.

A really incomprehensible illusion, an illusion so convincing 
that with the best will in the world one can hardly refuse to accept 
it, is the staggeringly different sound of one and the same piano 
at the hands of two different people. Even such an eminent musician 
as Clara Schumann had to admit to this oddity. I say delusion 
and oddity, because, theoretically and, indeed actually, once the 
hammer has impinged on the string the player has no further 
control over it, and even before it does so, he can in theory control 
nothing but the speed and force wherewith it does so. Yet, as
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Clara Schumann, and all o f us, are forced to admit, a  piano that 
sounds vile under one pair of hands will sound ravishing under 
those o f another. A  produces a hard harsh dry tone, brittle and 
gritty, B a lovely full rich one, from the same piano. Why ? 
How ? The variety of timbre that a great artist like the 
fabulous Busoni or his illustrious pupil Egon Petri can draw from 
this (technically) monochrome instrument is breathtaking. Tele
pathic suggestion ? Busoni often marks his scores o f piano works 
with such things as quasi trombe or quasi flauto, and he really could 
make them sound like that. Theoretically, and scientifically, he 
couldn’t, but he did 1 Pm afraid I  take refuge in the maxim o f the 
medieval theologians and find myself forced to say of music in  its 
higher, its transcendental regions, omnia exeunt in mysterium.
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A n  E ssay on  R acia l Tension, Philip Mason, Royal Institute of 

International Affairs, 8s. 6d.

MR. MASON is the Director of Race Relations at Chatham: 
House, where he has been engaged for the past two years in 

a detailed study of that subject. In August 1953 he wrote an essay 
reviewing the racial situation throughout the world, and advancing 
some tentative solutions to racial problems; with some slight 
modifications this was published at the end of 1954.

The author, in search of an exact definition of race, has been care
ful to distinguish it from “ nation ”, “ people ” or “ state he finally 
produces the excellent definition “ . . . a race is a group of human 
beings distinguished from other groups by several genetical and 
biological characteristics normally found in association . . . .  ”

With this definition of race clearly before us we are invited to 
consider whether the apparent race tensions in the world today are 
in fact racial in origin, or whether they arise from other factors. Is 
the white-black tension in the southern states of U.S.A. racial, or 
is it the aftermath of slavery and a reflection of the hostility between 
the southern and northern states? Why is there little or no racial' 
tension in Central America and in New Zealand ? Why has 
Australia no internal racial problem but such a violent objection 
to coloured immigration ? The book attempts to answer these and 
a number of other questions.

Political students of the African scene will draw their own con
clusions from Mr. Mason’s analysis of the various systems of 
government in force in the territories administered by the respective 
European powers. Broadly speaking, it appears that the governing 
powers may be divided into those who provide the substance of 
native contentment—and those who prefer to offer the shadow ; 
the Belgians, for example, provide full employment and social 
equality—but no vote: the British press on towards self-government, 
but maintain rigid social distinctions and restrictions on employment.

A third of the book is devoted to South Africa. The author care
fully traces the factors which have contributed to the present 
situation in that country—the Calvinism of the Dutch Reformed 
Church, the struggles between Boer and English, the development of 
the Afrikaaner language. Not content to accept these as the sole
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reasons for racial tension, he displays a Freudian anxiety to introduce 
a sex motive for which there appears to be little evidence. It is true 
that sexual relationships between coloured males and white women 
are more strongly abhorred than the contrary, and that this attitude 
is quite illogical, but we cannot attribute this, as Mr. Mason does, 
to “  a sexual attraction across the race frontiers ” and a consequent 
guilt complex. These suppositions mar the examination o f race 
tension in South Africa, and of the merits o f apartheid as a solution. 
But they are minor blemishes upon the surface of a book which is to 
be thoroughly recommended as an introduction to a serious study of 
the absorbing question of race.

The Wilder Shore•  o f  Love, Lesley Blanch, John Murray, 15s.
HE WILDER SHORES OFLO VE is an account o f four lives as
fantastic as any in the modern Sunday newspaper.

Aimee Dubucq, a schoolgirl returning home from her convent, 
captured by corsairs, given as a present by the Bey of Algiers to the 
Sultan of Turkey, settled down amid poison plots, assassinations and 
palace revolutions, and made the best o f her fate, ultimately be-, 
coming Sultan Valideh and mother of Sultan Mahmoud II. In the 
seclusion of her kiosk she trained him to reforms so radical to the 
structure of Ottoman Turkey that they could never have been 
brought about except from within the Seraglio itself. She did not 
live to see them accomplished—in the notorious massacre of the 
Janissaries.

Lady Burton, fated and determined to marry Richard Burton, 
and through that marriage to leave her circumscribed home to 
fulfil a  passionate longing for the East, led a hard life. Burton was 
her satisfaction. Her love for him, amounting to  obsession, sus
tained her through every ordeal, even through the last and worst, the 
decision to burn the great orientalist’s diaries and erotica. One 
can only admire her possessive loyalty to a man, great traveller and 
anthropologist as he was, whose ferocity would scarcely have com
pensated a less devoted visionary.

The Hon. Jane el Mezrab (Lady Ellenborough) rollicked good- 
humouredly through European marriages to end her days as the 
submissive wife o f a sheikh o f the Syrian desert.

These three subjects make engrossing reading, but when we come 
to the last character, we find the smooth running narrative grow 
strangely halting. Isabelle Eberhardt, European woman turned 
Arab boy, drinking, smoking and taking drugs, was beloved by 
some : but her passion for the desert, her ■wold forays with the 
bedouins, her ability and desire to spend days on end alone in the 
desert, appear inexplicable to her biographer, who describes her 
Russo-Jewish origin and her morbid mysticism, yet shows no 
intuitive sympathy for the “ dark thread ” running through her

G.V.
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character. Her writings passed unregarded during her lifetime. 
Although she often posed, no one could evoke the sounds and 
sights of the North African desert better than she; yet because of her 
complex personality, both her work and her person were exploited.

V . W .

A  S h o r t H is to ry  o f  F rench  Literature, Geoffrey Brereton, Penguin 
Books, 3s. 6d.

MR. GEOFFREY BRERETON has attempted the seemingly im
possible task of writing a short history of French literature “from 
the chansons de geste to the contemporary drama As he says in 

his preface “ if its significance had to be summed up in terms of 
one quality, ‘ universality ’ would inevitably be the choice ”. 
Concise, scholarly, and illumined by many well chosen quotations, 
his book is extremely successful and can be recommended as an 
introduction to this very large subject.

The author is an enthusiast, and communicates his enthusiasms ; 
the book is up-to-date and includes a chapter on the work of 
contemporary writers. It ends with an account of the best plays 
of the last few years, including Sartre’s Le Diable et le bon Dieu, 
“ one o f the peaks of the modern theatre 

Mr. Brereton says of Musset’s Lorenzaccio that it is “ almost 
unmanageable ” on the stage ; perhaps his book had gone to print 
before M. Jean Vilar proved, at the T.N.P., that it can be managed, 
and is in fact first-rate theatre.

In  writing of Marcel Aymd’s “  humourous novels,” Mr. Brereton 
ignores the note o f bitter tragedy, notably in Uranus.

He is a t his best in le grand siecle ; from the nineteenth century 
onwards, inevitably perhaps, his judgments sometimes seem hasty 
or parti pris.

Nevertheless, his book is a wonderful three-and-sixpence-worth.
D.M.
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LAMBARENE IN ITS SETTING

by TOM STACEY

THER MEN have been to Lambarene, where Albert
Schweitzer’s hospital is. Some take the air route : three 

days from Paris. Some take the sea route, and then up the. Ogoue 
river by steamer. Others — not many — come shuddering along 
the miserable road from Mouila, a hundred miles to the south.

This last is the way I came, with an African friend, a Muganda 
who had just finished four years at Cambridge. It was the worst 
piece of road we were to encounter in all our 6,000-mile drive across 
Africa from west to east through French Equatorial Africa, Spanish 
Guinea, Cameroons, Congo, and Uganda.

We stayed or were based at Lambarene over a  month. I t was 
in the middle of the fresh five-month dry season. I t was a joyous 
surprise to me that this infamous area should be so much milder 
than the heated regions of south-east Asia which I knew. We 
lodged in exclusively African company in the village on the river 
island. From there we made our visits to the famous hospital on 
the north bank, over the hill on the island, across a thousand 
yards of tropical water by dugout, and up among the trees where 
the hospital hides.

Of course, it was the first thing we did, to go and see N ’dende 
(as the natives call the site o f the hospital). Before we could go 
out upstream among the Fang and Bakele villages to  visit and 
rapidly observe those people, we had to quench our curiosity and 
stiffen our faith by seeing the hospital. I  had read much of what 
had been translated into English of Schweitzer’s work. It had been 
a  stirring message for me (it still is) — as it had been to millions of 
men. But the Frenchmen of Brazzaville and the towns and planta
tions of French Equatorial Africa whom we had met in the previous 
weeks on our way north, had shrugged and lightly jeered at
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Schweitzer. One, an anthropologist, had said Schweitzer once 
remarked to him, “ There is no music in Africa The anthro
pologist added to me, picking up a pencil: “  This is not a pencil

Schweitzer had gone to Europe a month before : it was the 
beginning of his current visit. The two people in charge, Dr. 
Emery Percy, a keen-eyed young Hungarian, and a dumpling white- 
stockinged Alsatian Matron, aged fifty, named Emma Hausknecht, 
made of the dough of goodness and duty, were the two who first 
welcomed us, fed us, gave us gifts of fruit, showed us round, told 
us the rules (sun-helmets, no cine cameras, a ten-and-a-half-hour 
day). On later visits we became acquainted with others among 
the fourteen European staff (Dutch, Alsatians, German, Swiss 
mainly — one Japanese), and heard them, too, talk of “ Mr.” 
Schweitzer and all he had created and quietly preached in word 
and by example. “  He is a man out of line,”  said Maria Lagendyk, 
tired-eyed after sixteen years there.

W hat a  wonderful, madcap effort it was. A bungalow hospital 
built on the principle o f a Gabonese village, with each patient’s 
family doing his cooking in a partition alongside his cubicle ; 
the goats, the chickens even, of the patients running between the 
haphazard sick quarters ; lame antelopes in a tiny pen ; an orphan 
monkey, specially taken in, chewing an anxious kid-goat; squatting 
natives slowly washing dishes from a bucket under the bank where 
the dogs gathered. All built by hand, from local wood, by 
Schweitzer and his team and restored patients. No vehicle track 
to connect with the north-south road a few hundred yards away. 
No landing platform on the river edge, nor bricks nor barriers. 
All among the jungle trees on different levels.

With an inspired perseverance they were just then crushing their 
own concrete for the floors o f the new leper quarters. The lepers 
make up about half o f the five hundred patients. The sulphone, 
which — as I  had learnt at Dr. Molesworth’s magnificent leper 
settlement in Malaya — requires to be injected with the strictest 
regularity, had been erratic i n ' its arrival from America. A 
noticeable proportion of the leprosy patients had therefore slipped 
back into the infectious and open-sore condition. “ We are always 
short of money for the drugs," said Miss Lagendyk who, like the 
others, works for nothing. Then in reply to me, “ Mr. Schweitzer 
does not like to make money from his name. It is by private 
subscription only, and what he earns.”

“ We do what we can, we cannot do all,” said Emma Hausknecht.
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“ Do you know, they will often tear off their bandages, and make of 
them clothes for their babies.”

“ They used to throw the insane ones into the river.”
“ We try to do as Jesus says,” Miss Lagendyk said.
“  We have much to do. If we could do it, we would.”
“ We never turn a black away. Only the sleeping sickness 

patients are sent to the government hospital (on the island).”
“ One cannot expect,” said Dr. Percy, “ the savage people of 

the primeval forest to understand our methods of helping them. 
These are the lowest blacks in Africa here. They have not yet 
learnt to work with their hands : we have to teach them that. 
As Mr. Schweitzer has said — you have read his books — it is 
the first stage. It is not good to teach them to read : they will 
not then work with their hands.”

“ Always they must be supervised,” Miss Hausknecht said. 
“  We cannot trust any of them. We have learnt it so. This is the 
worst climate in the world, where work for the European is difficult. 
But always we must see to everything for ourselves. Mr. 
Schweitzer says himself you can never rely on a  black.”

As I watched the fiercely puzzled simian faces of the lepers, 
their stubbed fingers idly twisting at the binding of their new 
quarters, appreciation of the superb patience of Schweitzer’s team 
flooded my mind. Theirs was a day-to-day job, to relieve suffering. 
And later, when I had gone out among the adjacent diminishing 
villages along the Ogoue and N ’gounie rivers, learning and living 
among those people whom I found in their tens and twenties 
grotesque with gonorrhoea, malaria, malnutrition, alcoholism, and 
heart disease, turning again to cannibalism (I saw it) and witch
craft in their unanimous despair, again my thoughts on the hospital 
were flooded : “  What patience, what extraordinary patience ” .

Such thoughts were perhaps in my companion’s head when we 
were chatting weeks later. We were looking back on Lambarene 
and its territory Gabon where, as we had then learnt by comparison, 
maladministration had brought African demoralisation and ill- 
health to a record pitch. We recalled the alarming midnight 
medicine-making session which I had interrupted a  few hours 
upstream by dugout from N ’dende. On my arrival the whole 
village had fled in fear and shame into the jungle, there to remain 
for weeks. We remembered the Frenchman close by, working his 
timber concession, how he gave me the best of his larder and showed 
me the year-old whip marks on the back o f one of his labourers
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who had earned, by striking back at a European, more than the 
customary fist for his misdemeanour ; and we laughed again at 
this individual’s serious assurance to me that “ the Negro race was 
dying out. Twenty-five, thirty years. . . (Indeed, a recent 
check among his local Bakele showed seventy-three per cent of the 
women to be barren.) We spoke of the other sick we had found 
on the river, among the intelligent widespread Fang tribe whose 
paramount chief had been exiled in France since 1949. “ You 
must go to the hospital,” we said to them. “ We have been,” the 
sick replied, perhaps truthfully, perhaps not (it did not matter which: 
they would not be going again). “ Where is your village chief ?” 
we would ask, hoping to enlist his authority. But of all the villages 
we visited, at only two was the chief present. “ He is visiting 
Port Gentil,” we might be told. He might have been gone months ; 
and if we troubled to remain long enough, we would finally learn 
which one was the medicine man, the villager now in power.

Both of us had seen how Schweitzer’s brave work since 1913 
had made no significant check in the progress towards despair, 
even in the immediate neighbourhood of the hospital. It occurred 
to my companion to remark, “ How much more use it would have 
been if all that talent and energy had gone into setting up an 
effective medical service in the colony, or an adequately staffed 
and paid administration. Think what he might have done as 
governor.”

But later we both agreed that Schweitzer’s message was to the 
world, and that in his example was value more profound and 
universal than the achievements o f a colonial official. The results 
of his actual medical labour, I  think one of u$ remarked, were not 
necessarily a part of the argument:
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RUSSIA AND DISARMAMENT

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

The English review, The European, recommends a  policy of 
coupling free elections in the Russian-occupied territories with 
general disarmament.

The argument is that with atomic weapons no country will risk 
war which, therefore, tends to become one of propaganda or limited 
conflicts, as in Korea and Indo-China.

The Soviets, it is argued, dare not couple freedom with disarma
ment, whereas the Atlantic Powers can. The latter should, therefore, 
pin the Soviets down on the question of free elections under neutral 
commissions as a preliminary to disarmament (which, into the 
bargain, offers a solution to the problem of German rearmament). 
The Soviets, it is assumed, will refuse. Their refusal can then be 
exposed to the world and a battle in the propaganda war will be won.

The above does not, however, take into account what the Soviet 
counter-propaganda could be.

It can be argued plausibly that free elections have only a transitory 
value. Electors vote, for the most part, as they have been groomed 
to do : as the result of a long indoctrination by the State, the Press, 
their education, the Church, patriotism, etc. If there had been free 

. elections in Russia in the early twenties the results would probably 
have gone against communism. Recent visitors to Russia, including 
those of the right, generally agree that the average Russian is now 

rwholeheartedly behind his Government and is convinced that the 
■communist system is the best.
• With these facts properly presented, the propaganda of a Russian 
repudiation of free elections would cut little ice.

To score in the propaganda war it is necessary to couple with 
disarmament something, more real, more vital, more striking than 
free elections.

Such could be an announcement to the world that if communism 
is really best for human happiness then, obviously, it should be 
generally adopted. The problem is, therefore, to find the best way 
to decide this question. The method of war is certainly not. That 
of propaganda is crude and open to many objections. The common 
sense and reasonable way is that employed to decide many problems. 
It is that of scientific research with controlled experiments and 
adequate methods to record results, to analyse them, to draw 
conclusions according to the evidence.

The first essential would be to appoint interworld commissions 
(assuming that the Soviets and the West are two separate worlds). 
These commissions to be given every facility to examine and report
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on all activities in the countries of the two worlds, and how they 
contribute to human happiness and well being. With good will on 
both sides the resulting spirit o f competition could be directed into 
friendly channels.

No early results could be expected. Nevertheless the periodic 
reports of the commissions would be awaited with the liveliest 
interest by the people of the world, whose minds would otherwise 
be occupied with the threats of war and the hatreds and prejudices 
they engender. There is nothing which holds human interest like a 
competition.

As an example of the controlled experiments already mentioned, 
an exchange of school boys and girls might be suggested. Great 
Britain and other countries might each send batches of young boys 
and girls to Russia for an education lasting a year or two and receive, 
in,return, a similar number of Russian children. These periodic 
exchanges would continue till education was completed. The final 
opinion of these young men and women would be much more valu
able than the results of free elections by people long indoctrinated. 
Moreover the bi-Iingual asset would be highly appreciated by the 
recipients.

East and West should open their frontiers to tourist traffic. 
All restrictions should be removed, as for example, the present rouble 
exchange which means that visitors to Russia have to buy their 
roubles at four times their real value. In addition to removing 
restrictions, facilities and active assistance should be made available.

A refusal by Russia of such proposals coupled with disarmament 
would have a real propaganda value. If the Russians accept: what 
could be better ?

Yours, etc.,
E. N oel.

38, Rue d ’Arlon,
Brussels.

THE FACTS OF LIFE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
■ Mr. O. C. Drewitt’s letter in your last issue interests me as proving 
at least one of the points I made in my article of last September. The 
article reviewed and recommended Professor Darlington’s book 
The Facts o f  Life, which is an attempt by an eminent geneticist to 
introduce the lay public to the implications of recent progress in 
his branch of biology. I said there were powerful deterrents to the 
application of modern genetics to man, because it involved admitting 
that mental and even moral characteristics are genetically determined. 
Mr. Drewitt has been deterred by precisely these points.

Though it occurs between brackets, the main point in Mr. 
Drewitt’s letter is his objection to my statement that criminal
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tendencies are genetically determined. This is a reference to a section 
in Professor Darlington’s book entitled Twins and Crime (chapter 13, 
page 262) in which he describes Johann Lange’s investigation o f  
the comparative criminal records of pairs of twins, one or both of 
whom were in prison. The importance of twins is that there are 
two kinds; one-egg (“ identical ”) twins who both spring from the 
same fertilised egg and whose genotype is therefore identical and 
two-egg (“ fraternal ”) twins who are related in the same way as 
ordinary brothers and sisters. The difference between these kinds of 
twins is entirely genetic, so if  one-egg twins resemble each other 
consistently more than two-egg twins in any characteristic the 
characteristic has been shown to be to that extent genetically deter
mined. Lange’s investigation—leaving out two pairs o f twins who 
were doubtful—concerned twelve pairs of one-egg twins and sixteen 
pairs o f two-egg twins. Only one set o f two-egg twins had both 
members with criminal records, whereas of the one-egg twins ten 
out o f the twelve pairs showed criminal records in both members: 
And the type of crime was very similar as between the one-egg twins 
in each pair in almost every case, while in the solitary pair of 
criminal two-eggers the record was widely different. These results 
would seem almost startlingly conclusive, and whether Johann 
Lange was “ aware o f Wilhelm Reich’s work . . .  on character- 
armour ” would appear to be quite irrelevant.

So when Mr. Drewitt says that genetical determination of a  crimi
nal tendency “ does not involve genetical determination of criminal 
behaviour ” (his italics) he is partly right but, as Lange’s twins 
demonstrate, not wholly. These one-egg twins were gaoled not for 
a criminal tendency but for criminal behaviour. But the momentary 
expression of the tendency is governed by many things : opportunity, 
influence from other people, necessity, mood. Thus, for example, 
one pair of Lange’s criminal one-egg twins had a common record of 
fraudulent company promoting, bogus invention and title forgery, 
but one was convicted seven times while the other had only three 
convictions. This points to a considerable difference in the fre
quency with which the same characteristics in the twins’ common 
genotype expressed themselves.

Mr. Drewitt’s next point is that “ the primordial structure o f the 
ego—if it has any, and the matter cannot be investigated either by 
psycho-analysis or by animal biology—could itself determine the 
quantitive dispositions of the nucleoplasm which we call genes and 
chromosomes.” This is pure speculation, and indeed does not 
pretend to be anything else. The nucleoplasm has still many un
solved mysteries about it but what is known of its behaviour seems 
to explain all the facts of life quite adequately. There is therefore 
no necessity to assume it is governed by “ the primordial structure 
of the ego ”, particularly as nobody even knows whether the ego 
has such a structure. Which came first, the nucleoplasm or the ego ? 
Professor Darlington would claim that nucleoplasm came first, 
that the ego was genetically determined. (Or rather, more probably.
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that it was produced by environment working on the raw material 
of the genotype. The super-ego at any rate obviously has a large 
environmental element.) This can never be more than a working 
hypothesis, but Lange’s twins show that it is not just guesswork.

The difference between the two theories is illustrated by the fact 
that while Professor Darlington bases his on experiments, Mr. 
Drewitt draws his from “ mystical doctrines ” (my italics).

Mr. Drewitt says our free will probably resides in “  a dark region 
o f the personality beyond space and time ”. This may or may not 
be true; but it is not a necessary postulate to explain the undoubted 
truth that, as he says, “ no intellect on earth . . . can foretell what 
(free will) will do by inspecting what it has done ” . There are too 
many uncertain factors in this three-dimensional universe alone for 
such foresight to be possible, so far as individual behaviour at a 
given moment is concerned. But the probable pattern of someone’s 
behaviour over a period can be foreseen.

Mr. Drewitt questions the importance of eugenics—genetic control 
of society—by saying the “ role of experimentation with environ
ment has not yet finished ”. This is true. But does he suppose that 
if the present deterioration in the genetic character of civilised 
countries is allowed to continue, his experimentation will be of 
much use ? Does he claim that a new environment will make silk 
purses out of genetic sows’ ears ? If so, he is flying in the face of all 
the conclusions of modern geneticists. A dairy farmer who imagined 
that he could make his herd into champions just by building a better 
cowshed would very soon find out his mistake; but that is just what 
modern sociologists are trying with mankind.

The genetic deterioration I mentioned is foreseen not as a 
possibility but with absolute certainty. Professor Darlington 
establishes that while “ parents and offspring have an unpredicta
bility in their genetic relationship ” as individuals, “ populations 
remain genetically predictable ", And the larger the population 
the more predictable it is. A magistrate recently said that the 
feeble-minded should not be discouraged from breeding because 
“ it does not follow that the children will be feeble-minded ” . This 
is true, but misleading. One feeble-minded couple may produce a 
normal, even an intelligent child through the chances of recom
bination. But if a million feeble-minded couples breed we know there 
will be a larger proportion of half-wits among their children than 
among the children of normal people.

As to Beethoven’s ninth symphony, going on the principles I have 
indicated it could not, note for note, be deducted from the character 
of his zygote, even supposing unlimited genetical knowledge. But 
the musicality, sensitivity and intellect that in the event found 
expression in the symphony could be so deduced.

I find Mr. Drewitt was right in implying that I misunderstood 
Spengler when I said he observed that each culture perished “ a few 
centuries after attaining civilisation” and should like to thank him
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for drawing attention to the error. The culture, according to 
Spengler, dies on attaining civilisation (passim but see especially 
chapter 1, subsection XII). The genetic decline starts, I suggest, 
immediately afterwards. But the true relationship, if any, between 
the Spenglerian historical morphology and the theories o f modern 
genetics has yet to be established. My article was certainly only a 
very over-simplified beginning.

Finally, Mr. Drewitt, referring to a passage in my article, asks me 
to say where Freud “ relates all mental disorders to events in the 
patient’s past, that is to his environment, and ignores the possibility 
o f their being innate and therefore incurable.”  If  he will re-read me 
he will find that I  do not attribute this fault to Freud in particular 
but to “  Freudian psychology ”. I t is a general criticism which is 
I  think valid. From the somewhat limited amount I know of Freud 
and his successors they seem to regard mental disease as the result of 
the harmful impact of the environment on a normal development 
which is the same for every human being of the same sex and race. 
Perhaps this is a superficial reading and no doubt if so Mr. Drewitt 
will correct me.

Yours, etc.,
K en n eth  F isher .

London, N.W.6.

THE ULSTER POLICE STATE

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

I have no desire to leave Mr. Geoffrey Vernon a  disappointed 
man, and will answer his questions.

F irst The Flags and Emblems (Display) Act, Northern Ireland, 
prevents a provocative display of the Tricolour in areas that are 
essentially Unionist. The Royal Ulster Constabulary would not 
permit a  Unionist demonstration displaying the Union Flag to 
proceed along the Falls Road, a Roman Catholic district o f Belfast, 
and they would not permit a Roman Catholic Republican or Anti- 
Partitionist parade to take place in Sandy Row, a  Protestant and 
Unionist area. Magistrates and policemen in Northern Ireland 
know local circumstances, and can easily decide whether a flag 
is being flown as an act o f courtesy or for provocation.

Second. I  repeat that the Government o f Northern Ireland 
makes no distinction between persons of different religions — this 
phrase here meaning between persons of the Protestant denomina
tions and Roman Catholics. All must be law-abiding citizens.

Third. As to Mr. Vernon’s quotation that no Irishman originally 
desired Partition, everybody knows that the Loyalists of Ireland
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North and South, would have preferred the maintenance of the 
Union of Great Britain and Ireland, but a Liberal Government of 
the United Kingdom, dependent upon the support of the old Irish 
Nationalist Party, carried a Home Rule Act, which had to be 
repealed because of the determined opposition' of Ulster. The 
Government of Ireland Act provided for two Parliaments, one for 
the North and the other for the South. The South declined to 
work its part o f that Act, and after years o f murder, arson, and 
wholesale destruction of Protestant property, the Irish Free State 
was established, and eventually became the twenty-six county 
Republic of Eire. The six counties and the two county boroughs 
of Belfast and Londonderry, known as Northern Ireland, accepted 
the Act and have made their part of it a well-governed area, with 
the British way of life and magnificent social services far superior 
to those in operation in the Republican counties.

Fourth. My condemnation of the use of force, now belatedly 
supported by Cardinal D’Alton, does not imply that the answer is 
a removal of Partition. The overwhelming majority of the people 
of Northern Ireland are as resolute as ever that they will not enter 
an Irish Republic, controlled by the Roman Catholic Hierarchy.

Fifth. Again I state that Northern Ireland people are Ulstermen. 
Of course the Province of Ulster consisted of nine counties, but does 
that involve that the people of six of those counties are not Ulster
men ? If  Yorkshire, for instance, formed a self-governing area, 
would any sane man argue that the people there were not English ?

Finally, Mr. Vernon’s suggestion that the question of Partition 
should be settled by a plebiscite of all Ireland is an absurdity. 
Protestant Northern Ireland is determined that its future status 
will not be settled by Roman Catholic Republicans. Northern 
Ireland is not to be tricked by the suave suggestion of a plebiscite 
of any kind.

Yours, etc.,
W. D ouglas, Secretary.

Unionist Headquarters,
3 Glengall Street,
Belfast.

Mr. Geoffrey Vernon comments :—

Mr. Douglas and I will obviously never agree. I will therefore 
refrain from commenting on the most controversial points in his 
letter, in case it should give rise to further fruitless correspondence.

Of course the inhabitants of the Six Counties are Ulstermen ; 
but so are the inhabitants o f the remaining three counties o f Ulster. 
A  plebiscite of all Ulster is therefore logical, even if Mr. Douglas 
regards one of all Ireland as “  an absurdity ” and “ is not to be 
tricked by the suave suggestion of a plebiscite o f any kind ” .

If  a  plebiscite is not taken two things can happen. One, partition
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can continue for ever ; the Belfast government will continue to 
believe in “  law and order ” because it means the maintenance o f 
the status quo. Two, the opponents o f partition may be provoked 
into the use o f force as the only means left open to them. Mr. 
Douglas and I are in agreement in deploring the use of force. May 
I  suggest to him that a resort to force may be avoided, not only by 
appealing to the Church, but also by meeting one’s opponents 
in a spirit o f compromise and goodwill ?

(This correspondence must now close.—Editor)

s e n a t o r  McCa r t h y

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

May one American reply to another American in your letter 
column ?

In your June 1954 issue a Carl F. Hartman, of Cornell University, 
joins the hate brigade of those who would smear Senator McCarthy. 
He repeats the usual American liberal’s balderdash about his 
“ unjust, mistaken, ignorant and amoral ”  conduct. He attacks 
Senator McCarthy as an enemy of freedom and one who “  has 
done almost nothing about finding any real live communists ” .

This man Hartman is entirely ignorant about Senator McCarthy 
and his activities. All this man or any man needs to do is to read 
the government stenographic reports of the hearings conducted by 
Senator McCarthy — and there are many of these printed reports, 
dealing with all the cases he has handled — and if  he is fair he 
will have to admit that at no time has the senator overstepped the 
bounds of courtesy or propriety. As a  matter of fact exactly the 
reverse is true. The traitors, spies and communist sympathisers 
who have appeared as witnesses in McCarthy hearings have almost 
to a  man been abusive, belligerent, hateful and malicious in their 
attitude towards an important senatorial committee. These 
traitors, spitting out their venomous communist hate at the senator, 
while concealing their treasonous activities on behalf o f the most 
dangerous conspiracy in human history, have got away with murder 
and have walked out o f the hearing scot-free. A  few were indicted 
for contempt, but most of them have not been punished in any way 
whatsoever for their treason. Just how stunid can duties like 
Hartman get ?

The truth is — contrary to Hartman’s statement that McCarthy 
has rooted out no Reds — that under McCarthy’s leadership dozens
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of dangerous Reds have been flushed out of our secret radar 
laboratories, dozens have been exposed and fired from our defence 
factories and dozens more await further investigation for possible 
prosecution.

In this dangerous hour the tragedy of America is the vast number 
o f pro-communist dupes and dopes who are making it difficult for 
our government to deal firmly and finally with the mortal danger 
o f  the world communist conspiracy.

Yours, etc,,
V in c en t  G. Bu r n s .

Epping Forest,
Annapolis,
Maryland,
U.S.A.

For a European holiday
SUNNY SPAIN

S.A. Spanish Travel Bureau
invites inquiries for holidays in

MADRID 
BARCELONA 
VALENCIA 
SEVILLA 
TANGIER, etc.

and will be pleased to quote for individual air, sea and rail 
holidays to all parts o f Spain and Spanish possessions.

17 Coventry Street, London, W.l. GERrard 1596.
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